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Executive Summary
Australian Museum Consulting (AM Consulting) was commissioned by TNG Limited (TNG) to
prepare an Aboriginal and Historic Heritage Assessment for a proposed mining development on the
Murray Creek near Mount Peake, Northern Territory (NT), known as the Mount Peake Project
(the project). This assessment is required to address potential impacts to historic and Aboriginal
cultural heritage arising from the proposed development. This report forms part of the supporting
documentation for the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the project.
Aboriginal community consultation for the project was undertaken by TNG, in conjunction with
the Central Land Council and members of the local Aboriginal community. A report detailing the
consultation process, and the methodology for obtaining Sacred Sites Clearance and approval from
the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority, has been prepared separately and has not been addressed
in this report. Unfortunately, due to unforeseen community circumstances it was not possible for
representatives of the local Aboriginal community to participate in the archaeological survey of the
project area.
Targeted archaeological survey of the Mount Peake area confirmed the presence of Aboriginal
cultural material in the study area. Sixteen previously unidentified Aboriginal stone artefact sites
were identified in close proximity to the pipeline and haul road impact areas. These sites,
comprising both surface scatters and isolated finds, were located across natural riverbank and
foothill landforms, in close proximity to watercourses, significant landscape features and natural
resources. Although stone artefact deposits are currently only visible on the sparsely vegetated,
partially deflated banks of the Hanson River and ephemeral creeks, it is likely that a large portion of
these identified sites extend, with good integrity, as subsurface archaeological deposits.
There are no potential for impacts to historic or Aboriginal archaeological sites or areas of
archaeological sensitivity associated with construction of the mine site, camp site and rail siding
facilities, and no historic heritage constraints on the proposed haul road and pipeline alignment. No
further historic heritage assessment is required prior to commencement of construction on the
proposed works.
The construction of the pipeline may impact on artefact scatters MP1 and MP3; and may impact
on any subsurface in situ artefact deposits along the Hanson River bank, if excavated and installed
below the ground surface. The construction of the haul road is likely to directly impact artefact
scatters MP13 and MP14, and may indirectly impact on scatter MP10 and isolated find MP6.
Scatter sites MP7-MP9, MP11-MP12 and MP15 are unlikely to be impacted by the proposed
works. The proposed haul road and pipeline alignments should be redesigned where possible to
minimise impact on areas of archaeological sensitivity and identified Aboriginal sites. If the pipeline
and/or haul road alignments are altered outside the assessed corridor, additional archaeological
assessment should be undertaken to mitigate impacts.
Where impacts to Aboriginal sites or areas of archaeological sensitivity are unavoidable, artefact
recording and relocation, and archaeological excavations should be undertaken to fully record the
condition, extent and significance of stone artefact sites along the Hanson River and in the Central
Mount Stuart/Djilbari Hills foothills. A Works Approval Application Form should be lodged with
the Heritage Branch to allow further archaeological works within the project area, including artefact
recording and relocation, and archaeological excavations, in accordance with section 72 of the
Heritage Act and heritage best practice. This report would form part of the supporting
documentation for the application.
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1 Introduction
Australian Museum Consulting (AM Consulting) has been commissioned by TNG Limited (TNG) to
prepare an Aboriginal and Historic Heritage Assessment for a proposed mining development on the
Murray Creek near Mount Peake, Northern Territory (NT), known as the Mount Peake Project (the
project). The project involves the mining, beneficiation and transportation of a vanadium-titaniumiron ore body from the project site to the Port of Darwin for processing and export.
In 2013, the Northern Territory Environment Protection Authority (NTEPA) and the Australian
Department of the Environment (DotE) determined that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
was required under the Northern Territory Environmental Assessment Act 1982. The EIS would identify
and address potential environmental impacts and would develop management and control measures
for the project. This report addresses Aboriginal and Historic heritage constraints and issues arising
from the proposed development.

1.1 Study Area
The Mount Peak study area is located approximately 240 km north-northwest of Alice Springs and
approximately 50 km west of the Stuart Highway in the Central Desert Local Government Area
(LGA) (see Figure 1.1). The study area refers to the mining area, accommodation camp facilities area,
haul road transport corridor, infrastructure (water pipeline) corridor, and rail siding and load-out
facility.
Mining and processing would occur within the mining area, located within Mineral Lease Application
(MLA) 28341 for the mine pit and MLA 29855 for all mine facilities (see Figure 1.2). The
accommodation facilities would be located within MLA 29856, 5 km to the east of the mine area (see
Figure 1.3). The mining area would be accessed via a restricted, unsealed road from the Stuart
Highway.
A proposed transport corridor for site access and product haulage runs 100 km south-east from the
mining area to a proposed new rail siding and load-out facility on the Alice Springs to Darwin railway
near Adnera (see Figure 1.4). A proposed infrastructure corridor for a water/slurry pipeline runs 42km
to the north of the transport corridor. All proposed work areas are on the Stirling Station pastoral
lease, although they closely adjoin Anningie station, aside from a portion of crown land adjacent to the
Stuart Highway that is intersected by the two corridors.
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Figure 1.1 Mount Peake Project study area showing proposed haul road and pipeline corridor, mine site, camp site and rail siding site.
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Figure 1.2 Detail of Mt Peake mine site project area. Source: TNG Limited.
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Figure 1.3 Detail of Mount Peake accommodation camp facilities area. Source: TNG Limited.
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Figure 1.4 Detail of Mount Peake rail siding and load out facility. Source: TNG Limited.
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1.2 Proposed Scope of Works
The major components of the Mount Peake Project are:
• Construction of processing facilities at the mine site, including tailings storage facility,
processing beneficiation plant and waste rock dump;
• Construction of a 1600x150m airstrip and 250x250m camp site approximately 5km east of
the mine site, for a peak construction workforce of approximately 350 people;
• Construction of rail transportation facilities on the Alice Springs to Darwin railway at Adnera,
including new railway siding and loading bins, covered stockpile and road train unloading
facility;
• Construction of a 100km restricted access unsealed road, for the transportation of ore from
the mine pit to the Adnera rail siding;
• Installation of 42km water pipeline from the Wollagalong Bore site to the mine site; and
• Open cut truck and shovel mining of the ore body to a maximum depth of 150-200m below
ground level, thereby intersecting the water table and requiring dewatering to facilitate
mining.
It is expected that approximately 1.7 million tonnes per annum (Mtpa) of concentrate would be
produced at peak production, which would require up to 100 return truck movements per day
between the mine site and Adnera. The life of the mine is expected to be 20 years.

1.3 Methodology
This report has been prepared in accordance with the principles of the Burra Charter; The Australia
ICOMOS charter for the conservation of places of cultural significance 2013 and has been prepared in
accordance with current heritage best-practice guidelines as identified in the Department of Lands,
Planning and the Environment Heritage Branch’s Scope of Works for an Archaeological Survey and
associated supplementary publications.
The key heritage requirements for this assessment are to:
• Identify any previously recorded Aboriginal sites or landscape features likely to indicate the
presence of Aboriginal objects within the study area;
• Identify any previously recorded historic heritage items, places or archaeological sites or
features likely to indicate the presence of historical archaeological sites within the study area;
• Identify any constraints and heritage impacts arising from the presence of known or potential
built heritage, archaeological or Aboriginal sites; and
• Outline management recommendations and any requirements for additional heritage
investigations or permits.
To fulfil the requirements of the assessment, the following tasks have been undertaken:
• Search and review of the NT Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA) Register of
Sacred Sites, as well as the Heritage Branch’s Heritage Register databases, to determine the
location and nature of any Aboriginal or historic sites recorded within, or in the vicinity of,
the study area;
• Review of relevant statutory and non-statutory Commonwealth and NT registers and lists;
• Review of relevant previous archaeological and heritage consultancy reports, to determine the
extent of past archaeological research in the local area;
• Review of the environmental and Aboriginal heritage context of the Mount Peake area, and
development of a predictive model for Aboriginal heritage for the local region, based on the
current understanding of Aboriginal heritage and archaeology;
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•

•

1.3.1

Targeted survey of potential historic and Aboriginal heritage sites within areas of high or
moderate archaeological potential in the study area, to establish their extent and current
condition; and
Preparation of a report describing the results of the background research, assessing the
heritage impact of the proposed mining project and outlining recommendations for the
management of historic and Aboriginal cultural heritage within the study area.
Aboriginal Community Consultation

Aboriginal community consultation for the Mount Peake project was undertaken by TNG, in
conjunction with the Central Land Council and members of the local Aboriginal community. A
report detailing the consultation process, a cultural heritage assessment, and the methodology for
obtaining Sacred Sites Clearance and approval from the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority, has
been prepared separately by the CLC. The cultural heritage report has not been provided for
consideration as part of this assessment, and is not addressed in this report.
AM Consulting contacted the CLC to facilitate engagement with the local Aboriginal community for
this archaeological assessment, and to organise the participation of community representatives in the
archaeological survey. Unfortunately, due to an unexpected death in the community immediately
prior to the scheduled survey, the CLC was unable to contact the appropriate community members,
and AM Consulting was forced to proceed without community involvement in fieldwork.
1.3.2

Report Structure

As per the Heritage Branch Scope of Works for an Archaeological Survey, this report is structured as
follows:
• Section 1 - brief introduction to the project, the study area and the proposed scope of works;
• Section 2 - outlines relevant Commonwealth, State and local government legislation that
apply to the project;
• Section 3 - environmental context of the local area;
• Section 4 - brief historical overview of the study area using primary and secondary sources;
• Section 5 – summary of the archaeological context of the broader region, and details
previously recorded Aboriginal and historic sites within the study area;
• Section 6 describes the methodology and results of the archaeological survey.
• Section 7 assesses the heritage significance of archaeological sites identified during the survey.
• Section 8 assesses the impact of the proposed mine site development on the identified
archaeological sites.
• Section 9 offers heritage impact recommendations to minimise impacts to identified
archaeological sites.

1.4 Authorship
This report has been prepared by AM Consulting Project Officer, Laressa Berehowyj and AM
Consulting Project Manager Aboriginal Heritage, Chris Langeluddecke. AM Consulting Senior
Project Manager, Jennie Lindbergh reviewed the report for quality and consistency.
Laressa Berehowyj and Chris Langeluddecke undertook an archaeological survey of the study area
from 15 June to 20 June 2015. All photographs in this report were taken by AM Consulting staff
unless indicated otherwise.
The authors would like to thank the following for their assistance during the preparation of this
report:
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•
•

Dianne Bensley, Senior Heritage Officer, Heritage Branch, Department of Lands, Planning
and the Environment
Anita McCarthy, Stirling Station
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2 Statutory Context
The conservation and management of heritage items, places, and archaeological sites takes place within
the framework of relevant Commonwealth, State or local government legislation. Non-statutory
heritage lists and registers, ethical charters, conservation policies, and community attitudes and
expectations can also have an impact on the management, use, and development of heritage items.
The following describes the relevant statutory and non-statutory heritage listings for the study area.

2.1 Commonwealth Legislation
2.1.1

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) provides a legal
framework for the protection and management of places of national environmental significance.
Several heritage lists are addressed by the EPBC Act, including the National Heritage List (NHL) and
the Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL). The NHL protects places that have outstanding value to the
nation. The CHL protects items and places owned or managed by Commonwealth agencies. The
Australian Government Department of the Environment is responsible for the implementation of
national policies and programs to protect and conserve the environment, water and heritage, and
promote climate action. The Minister’s approval is required for controlled actions which would have a
significant impact on items and places included on the NHL or CHL.
There are no Aboriginal or historic heritage items, places or archaeological sites listed on the NHL or
CHL within the study area or in its vicinity.
2.1.2

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984

The purpose of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 (ATSIHP Act) is
to preserve and protect areas and objects in Australia and in Australian waters, that are of particular
significance to Indigenous people in accordance with their traditions. The ATSIHP Act allows the
Minister for the Environment to make a declaration protecting significant Indigenous areas or objects,
including human remains, from ‘threat of injury or desecration’. Emergency declarations can also be
made by the Minister, or authorised officers, where there is a serious and immediate threat. The
ATSIHP does not protect all forms of Indigenous heritage; for example, it does not cover areas and
objects whose heritage significance is due to their archaeological, scientific or historical interest
(Department of the Environment 2014:5).
There are no areas or objects within the vicinity of the Mount Peake study area that are the subject of
a declaration under the ATSIHP Act.
2.1.3

Native Title Act 1993

Native title is the recognition by Australian law that Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders have
rights and interests to land and waters that arise from traditional laws and customs. The Native Title
Act 1993 (Native Title Act) recognises and protects native title in Australia, and establishes a
mechanism for determining native title claims. It also provides for negotiations between native title
holders or registered native title claimants (native title parties) and other parties regarding the use and
management of land and waters, in the form of Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs).
The Native Title Registrar of the National Native Title Tribunal (NNTT) keeps three public registers
of native title information: the National Native Title Register, the Register of Native Title Claims, and
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the Register of Indigenous Land Use Agreements. Registered native title holders are recognised as
having a right to speak for Country on Aboriginal culture and heritage.
There are no ILUAs or Aboriginal places listed on the National Native Title Register within the
vicinity of the study area.
Register of Native Title Claims
There is one native title determination application within the study area that has met the requirements
for registration on the Register of Native Title Claims, the Stirling and Neutral Junction (NNTT
Application Reference DC2011/002, Figure 2.1). The Mount Peake Project mining area and part of
the transport corridor is covered by the application.

Figure 2.1 Extent of the Stirling and Neutral Junction Native Title Determination Claim (Source: National
Native Title Tribunal, http://www.nntt.gov.au/searchRegApps/NativeTitleRegisters/RNTC%20Extracts/DC
2011_002/2013-09-13%20DC2011-002%20%20Map%20of%20Amended%20Application%20Area.pdf).
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2.1.4

Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976

The Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (Land Rights Act) establishes a basis for
Aboriginal people in the NT to claim rights to land based on traditional occupation. The Act
establishes Aboriginal Land Councils as statutory authorities, to administer areas of land in the
Territory, including the Central Land Council (CLC).
The CLC issues Sacred Site Clearance Certificates to establish conditions for applicants to prevent
damage to, and interference with, Aboriginal sacred sites. The certificate sets out conditions in relation
to entering and working on subject lands, and protects the Applicant against prosecution for entering,
damaging, or interfering with sacred sites under the Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989
and the Land Rights Act.

2.2 NT Legislation
2.2.1

Northern Territory Heritage Act 2011

Under the provisions of the Northern Territory Heritage Act 2011 (Heritage Act), the Minister for
Lands and Planning is responsible for the care, control, management and protection of natural and
cultural heritage places, items, buildings, works, relics, moveable objects, precincts and archaeological
sites throughout the NT. The Heritage Council is responsible for assessing the heritage significance of
places and making recommendations to the Minister for Lands, Planning and Environment about
whether or not a place should be declared as a heritage place.
All Aboriginal or Macassan archaeological places and objects are automatically protected under the
Heritage Act regardless of their significance or land tenure. Aboriginal objects and places can include
pre-contact features such as scarred trees, rockshelters and open camp sites, as well as physical evidence
of post-contact use of the area such as Aboriginal reserves and pastoral stations. Other places can be
declared by the Minister as a heritage places if they meet the criteria for listing and have historical,
scientific, aesthetic or social significance.
Under Sections 111 to 114 of the Heritage Act, it is an offence for a person to destroy, deface,
damage, desecrate, alter, remove or carry out work of any sort to a heritage place or object without the
prior issue of a Works Approval. The Act requires a person to take reasonable precautions to avoid
impacts to heritage places. Under Section 72, approvals for minor works to heritage places may only
be obtained from the Heritage Council; or directly from the Minister if major works are to be
undertaken.
NT Heritage Register
Part of the regulatory framework for the implementation of the Heritage Act is the Heritage Register,
maintained by the NT Department of Lands, Planning and Environment. The Heritage Register
includes a database of natural and cultural heritage sites, buildings, items, places and other objects that
have been nominated as or declared as heritage places; but does not include information about
Aboriginal and Macassan archaeological places. A separate Aboriginal and Macassan archaeological
places database is maintained by the Heritage Branch, while an Aboriginal Sacred Sites Register is kept
by the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (see Section 2.2.2 below). The Heritage Register is not a
comprehensive list of all heritage sites in NT; rather, it reflects information which has been reported to
the Department of Lands, Planning and Environment.
There are no Aboriginal or historic heritage items or places listed on the Heritage Register in or within
the vicinity of the study area.
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NT Aboriginal and Macassan Archaeological Places Database
The Heritage Branch maintains a database of all known Aboriginal and Macassan archaeological places
in the Northern Territory, for the purpose of informing decision-making about the management of
such places. Information held in the database is treated as culturally sensitive, and the Heritage Branch
will only give out information contained in the database to those who have a legitimate interest, and
where this is in the interests of appropriate management of Aboriginal and Macassan archaeological
places. In accordance with the Heritage Act, any archaeological survey work carried out in the
Northern Territory which results in the discovery of any Aboriginal or Macassan archaeological place
is to be supplied to the Heritage Branch for inclusion of relevant information in the database.
The results of a site search for the local area are presented in Section 5.1.2.
2.2.2

Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989

The Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989 (Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act) provides further
protection for Aboriginal sacred sites throughout the NT, defined as sites that are ‘sacred to
Aboriginals, or [are] otherwise of significance to Aboriginals according to Aboriginal tradition’.
Aboriginal sacred sites are declared by the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA). The AAPA
is responsible for:
a) Responding to requests for sacred site protection from Aboriginal custodians, including the
recording and documenting of sacred site information, registration of sacred sites, the
provision of related protection measures and the keeping of confidential sacred site records;
b) Maintaining the Register of Sacred Sites, the Authority Certificate register and other
records;
c) Responding to applications for Authority Certificates, carrying out research and surveys, and
consulting with Aboriginal custodians to determine the constraints, if any, imposed on
proposed works on or use of land by the protection of sacred sites;
d) Facilitating discussions between proponents and custodians [where necessary] and issuing or
refusing to issue an Authority Certificate accordingly;
e) Making available for public inspection the Register of Sacred Sites and the Register of
Authority Certificates, and providing sacred site records information to assist with the
avoidance of sacred sites;
f) Enforcing the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act, including prosecuting for offences against the
Sacred Sites Act; and
g) Approving entry onto a sacred site (AAPA 2015).

Under Sections 33 to 39 of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act, it is an offence for a person to enter or
remain on, carry out work on or use, or desecrate a Sacred Site without the prior issue of an Authority
Certificate, issued under Section 22 of the Act. Authority Certificates are issued by the AAPA if it is
satisfied that:
a) the work or use of the land could proceed or be made without there being a substantive risk
of damage to or interference with a sacred site on or in the vicinity of the land; or
b) an agreement has been reached between the custodians [of the site] and the applicant.

Authority Certificates set out the conditions on which work may be carried out or the land used,
according to Aboriginal custodians’ wishes.
AAPA Records: Register of Sacred Sites
The AAPA is required, under Section 29 of the Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act, to maintain publicly
available registers of all Aboriginal sacred sites that have been reported in the Northern Territory. This
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includes a Register of Sacred Sites and a Register of Authority Certificates, kept by the AAPA Records
division. The AAPA records are not a comprehensive list of Aboriginal sites in NT; rather, they reflect
information which has been reported to AAPA. Sites become known to the AAPA through the
Authority Certificate process, or when custodians ask the AAPA to investigate sacred site issues on
their country. This often occurs when sacred sites are at risk from development or from other
activities. The sites that are listed by the Records division fall into two main categories; Registered
Sites that have been comprehensively documented, mapped and evaluated by the AAPA, and
Recorded Sites that have been made known to the AAPA but have not been fully assessed or mapped.
Only those Registered Sites that have been accurately documented and investigated are included on
the Register of Sacred Sites.
A search of the Register of Sacred Sites was not undertaken for the purposes of this assessment.
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3 Physical Environment
An understanding of environmental factors within the local landscape provides a context for past
human occupation and history of an area. The analysis of environmental factors contributes to the
development of the predictive modelling of archaeological sites, but it also is required to contextualise
archaeological material and to interpret patterns of past human behaviour. In particular, the nature of
the local landscape including topography, geology, soils, hydrology and vegetation are factors which
affect patterns of past human occupation.
Current land use practices have the potential to affect the visibility of archaeological material; they
may obscure, or expose archaeological sites. In addition, previous disturbances may have also exposed
archaeological material, such as excavation for dams or other ground disturbing works. It is important
that such factors are also considered in making assessments of archaeological resources in an area and
understanding the distribution of observed sites.

3.1 Geology & Topography
The study area is underlain by the Grant Bluff and Central Mount Stuart formations of the Mopunga
Group within the southern Georgina Basin, and consists of un-metamorphosed Cryogenian to
Devonian sedimentary rocks laid down during the Neoproterozoic. These include medium to coarse
grained sandstone, quartz, quartzite, siltstone, dolostone and shale lenses. The Central Mount Stuart
formation is overlain by cross-bedded, medium-grained feldspathic quartz sandstone and
orthoquartzite, with a local upper interval of red-brown sandstone and siltstone; sediments of which
form prominent hills and uplands that characterise the region (Wilson et al. 1990:4; Tille 2006:114;
Kruse et al. 2013:10-11).
The region, like much of Central and Western Australia, is characterised by flat to gently undulating
sandplains and is dominated by linear or longitudinal dunes and sand ridges and valleys. Explorers and
anthropologists Baldwin Spencer and Francis James Gillen described the topography of Anmatyerre
country at the turn of the twentieth century:
From the top of the saddle [Foster Range], looking southwards, the great plain stretches on every hand
to the horizon, the line of which is broken only at one spot by the low dome of distant Central Mount
Stuart. On the north side the same plain country extends as far as one can see out westwards…
(Spencer & Gillen 1904:4-5).

These extensive sandplains are interspersed with scattered low rises, isolated stony hills and broad
sandstone ranges (Long 1971:263; Wilson et al. 1990:4; Smith and Hesse 2005:5-6; Tille 2006:115).
Broadly, the region has an elevation of between 450m and 550m AHD; though higher elevations of
846m, 736m and 705m are recorded at Central Mount Stuart, the Djilbari Hills and Mount Judith
respectively.

3.2 Soils & Vegetation
Soils of the study area, like much of Central Australia’s Arid Zone, are generally alluvial in origin and
are characterised by mostly deep yet infertile red sandy earths and red clayey sands, with minor areas of
yellow earth on lateritic surfaces (Wilson et al. 1990:4; Hesse et al. 2005:57; Tille 2006:115). Stony
soils as well as red shallow sands and loams are found on the hills and ranges.
Vegetation patterns in arid Australia are controlled by a combination of low and highly unpredictable
rainfall, soil characteristics and the local topography, though there are few areas that are not at least
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sparsely vegetated (Hesse et al. 2005:65; Tille 2006:115). Many of the plant species of the region have
subterranean tubers and seed stores to combat the erratic rainfall. Spinifex (Triodia spp.) is the
dominant cover on hills, sandplains, dunes and sand ridges in the vicinity of the study area; varieties
included soft or gummy spinifex (Triodia pungens), feathertop spinifex (Triodia schinzii), buck spinifex
(Triodia basedowii) and giant grey spinifex (Triodia longiceps). Spinifex country is often associated with
scattered tracts of low, open scrub, with species including desert bloodwood (Corymbia
dichromophloia), snappy gum (Eucalyptus brevifolia), corkwood (Hakea suberea) and mulga (Acacia
aneura) (Long 1971:263; Wilson et al. 1990:11; Hesse et al. 2005:60; Tille 2006:115).

3.3 Hydrology & Drainage
The central NT desert is characterised by several major river systems that generally only flow for short
periods after heavy rains (Wilson et al. 1990:4; Smith and Hesse 2005:10). The western portion of the
study area is arguably more watered than the landscape to the east of the highway. The Hanson River
and its tributary, the Murray Creek, bisect the project area; while a number of small unnamed and
ephemeral creeks and channels have been formed at the foot of the Djilbari Hills and Central Mount
Stuart in the west and Mount Tops and Mount Octy in the east. These drainage systems are by no
means permanent, but, when inundated by large flows after heavy rains, are likely to have been a
source of fresh water for Aboriginal people in the past. Other shallow pools, claypans and rock
reservoirs filled by lighter falls could have supplied groups for a short period of time.

3.4 Land Use & Disturbance
The major part of the land in the NT is held under Pastoral Lease, Aboriginal Land Trusts or
Conservation and Recreation reserves, with localised mining leases and freehold title (Wilson et al.
1990:3). The Mount Peake study area is predominantly held under Pastoral lease, with a small
corridor of Crown Land on either side of the Stuart Highway. The Stirling Pastoral Station was
established in the 1890s and a small homestead, a number of storage sheds and outbuildings, and
numerous stockyards, dams and bores were constructed. The majority of the land, however, remains as
unfenced cattle grazing paddocks and has not been significantly disturbed by current land use
practices. The study area is likely to retain a high degree of archaeological integrity.
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4 Cultural Setting
Commonwealth and State government authorities have developed a series of Historic Themes to
provide a framework for identifying and understanding heritage places. These themes focus on the
human activities that produced the places we value, and the human response to Australia’s natural
environment. The major and minor historic themes that are identified as applying to the study area are
discussed below.

4.1 Aboriginal History
4.1.1

Peopling Australia

Aboriginal occupation of the Australian desert is likely to have spanned at least 35,000 years, though
dates of more than 35,000 years have been claimed for artefacts from the Puritjarra rockshelter in the
Northern Territory (45,000 BP, Smith 2006:404), and from Allen’s Cave on the Nullabor Plain
(39,800 BP, Roberts et al. 1996:15). These earlier dates, however, are likely to reflect intermittent,
fleeting visits rather than continuous occupation. Aboriginal occupation seems to have intensified
during the Late Pleistocene, and by around 30,00BP, small groups of highly mobile hunter-gatherers
were using pockets of country across the interior of the continent, from Central Australia to the
Pilbara, and from Lake Mungo to the southern Kimberley (O’Connor et al. 1998:21; Smith
2005:104). Though little archaeological work has been undertaken in the central Australian desert
region, Late Pleistocene occupation sites have been identified at Puritjarra and Kulpi Mara in the
Central Australian Ranges (32,000 BP, Smith 2006:371; and 29,500 BP, Thorley et al. 2011:47), and
from Serpent’s Glen in the Western Desert (23,600 BP, O’Connor et al. 1998:13).
Occupation of the central Australian desert appears to have intensified during the Holocene.
Radiocarbon dates obtained from basal occupation deposits during archaeological excavation of the
Puntutjarpa rock shelter in Western Australia indicate it was first occupied 10,000 years ago (Gould
1977:60). Other Aboriginal sites in the broader arid region with evidence of Holocene occupation
include the Puritjarra rock shelter (7,500 BP, Smith 2006:374), Kulpi Mara, Arnngu and Glen
Thirsty rock shelters in the Palmer River catchment (4,000 to 1,500 years BP, Thorley 1999:45;
Thorley et al. 2011; Smith & Ross 2008:50), Serpent’s Glen rock shelter in Western Australia (4,700
BP, O’Connor et al. 1998:17) and Pine Gap rock shelter near Alice Springs (1,000 BP, Napton &
Greathouse 1985:102).
At the time of European settlement, the Aboriginal people of the central Australian desert were
organised into named territorial groups. Those groups local to the study area are likely to have spoken
the Anmatyerre [Anmatyerr] language. According to anthropologist Norman Tindale, the Anmatyerre
occupied a vast area of land bound by Mount Leichhardt, Coniston, Stuart Bluff Range, Rembrandt
Rock, Hann Range, Woodgreen, Harper Spring and Central Mount Stuart (Tindale 2015 [1974]).
Tindale’s descriptions of tribal boundaries are based on the distribution of language groups in this
area, which are derived largely from linguistic evidence published from 1884 to 1969; however, the
boundaries are approximate, and probably varied over time. The Forster Range marked the northern
boundary between Anmatyerre and Kaitish country, while Mount Barkly and Mount Leichhardt
marked the western boundary between the Anmatyerre and neighbouring Walpiri people (Forster
Range, Spencer & Gillen 1904:4; Mount Barkly, Meggitt 1962:40; see also Figure 4.1). However, it
should be noted that there is significant overlap between the Anmatyerre and the neighbouring
Walpiri, Arrernte and Alyawarr language groups.
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Figure 4.1 Carl Strehlow’s 1901 map depicting ‘Residential Areas of the Aborigines of South and Central
Australia’ (Source: Strehlow Research Centre).

4.1.2

Utilising Natural Resources

The sandplain and scrub country of the Anmatyerre region is comparatively rich in water, animal and
plant resources and natural resources, and would have been particularly attractive to Aboriginal people
(Young 1987:160; Rea 2009:5). After heavy rains rock holes, soakages, springs, and creeks provided
fresh water and more abundant plant foods, and often terrestrial animals were also drawn to the water.
The Anmatyerre people relied on a mixed but rich economy of plant and animal resources. The types
of traditional foods consumed and the methods for their procurement are described in contemporary
ethnographic sources and the later oral testimony of traditional elders (Spencer & Gillen 1899:18-27;
1904:4; Long 1971:267-268; Green 2000; 2003a; 2003b; Rea 2009:5).
Wild game such as kangaroo, euro, possums, emu, dingos, echidnas and spinifex pigeons, as well as
goannas, perenties, lizards, mice and other small mammals were amongst the wide range of fauna that
inhabited the arid Central Australian region, and were available to Anmatyerre people (Spencer &
Gillen 1899: 18-26; Devitt 1994:28; Green 2000:44). Nancy Mpetyan grew up on Napperby Station
at Laramba in the early twentieth century, and remembered traditional methods for cooking large
game such as kangaroos, goannas and other animals:
We gutted the animal and cleaned out the intestines. Mum made a hollow, placed the firewood in it,
then put two skewers in the animal. We dislocated the two thigh joints. Then we threw the animal
onto the fire to singe the hair off, then scraped the burnt hair off the tail… The meat was cooked and
cooked and then quickly cut up – with a stone knife (Green 2000:30).

In addition to animals, bush plums, wild oranges and figs, native peaches and currants, conkerberry
and other fruits, wild onions, desert yams, pencil yams and bush potatoes, the leaves, roots and fruit of
the wild banana, mulga beans, buck spinifex, nuts and seeds would have been consumed by
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Anmatyerre people living in the area (Long 1971:268; Green 2000:26; Green 2003a:2-29; Spencer &
Gillen 1899:21-22; Flood 2004:252; Rea 2009:4). The majority of these plant foods were cooked in
open fires or on coals, consumed raw, or mixed with water and drunken. The seeds of the Dogwood
(Acacia coriacea), Armgrass millet (Urochloa piligera) and mulga (Acacia sp.) were ground into flour
and mixed with water to make a bread or damper that was roasted over coals. Lerp was obtained from
the bark of the river red gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), and was either mixed with water to make a
sweet drink or consumed whole (Green 2003a:29).
Aboriginal women and girls also collected and used plants for medicinal purposes. The leaves of the
samphire (Halosarcia indica) and hill fuchsia could be soaked in water to produce a soapy liquid that
could be used as an antiseptic or for the head. The leaves and stems of the snake vine (Tinospora
smilacina) were mashed and wrapped around the head to treat headache and dizziness, or heated and
applied to the body to relieve aches, rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory disorders. Sap from
the milk weed or mat spurge (Euphorbia drummondii) was used to treat boils and other skin lesions,
while native lemongrass and witchetty bush were both used to relieve colds (Green 2003a:34;
2003b:114-115).
Plant resources were also utilised for the fabrication of tools, implements and shelters. In the 1890s,
Spencer and Gillen observed Aboriginal men on the banks of the Stirling Creek using timber from the
bean-tree (Erythrina vespertilio) to make storage containers, pitchis, and shields (Figure 4.2, Spencer &
Gillen 1904:4). Spinifex grass (Triodia sp.) was woven to make weatherproof shelters and was used for
signalling, while the resin of the soft or gummy spinifex (Triodia pungens) was used as an adhesive
(Green 2003a:50; Flood 2004:252; Moloney 2005:4). Kangaroo grass (Themeda triandra) was woven
into matting and used for bedding, or was used to keep water cool when carried in wooden water
dishes (Green 2003a:49-50).

Figure 4.2 Photographs of shields, storage containers and pitchis gathered from central Australian tribes, by
Spencer and Gillen (Source: Spencer & Gillen 1899:585 and p.609).
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Grant Bluff and Central Mount Stuart sandstone provided limited material with which to make tools,
though when overhanging it provided shelter from the elements. It was also a surface on which
engraved and pigmented images were likely to be depicted, and on which ground edge implements
could be shaped and sharpened (Figure 4.3). Quartz, quartzite, greywacke, diorite, siltstone, mudstone
and chert occur naturally as lenses within the sandstone bedrock, and when chipped or weathered out
could have been used for flaked stone artefacts. Excavated artefacts from the Puritjarra rock shelter and
the Campbell Ranges ochre mine site suggest that both retouched and unretouched flakes, as well as
formal tool types, were utilised (Peterson & Lampert 1985:2; Smith 2006: 395).

Figure 4.3 Grinding the edge of a diorite axe blank at a quarry near Yuendumu, just outside Anmatyerre
country (Source: Edwards 1971, Plate XXX).

Figure 4.4 Unretouched stone knives and axes collected from central Australian tribes by Spencer and Gillen,
left, and geometric microliths, thumbnail scrapers and Tula adzes from Puritjarra rock shelter, right (Source:
Spencer & Gillen 1899:589 and Smith 2006:396).
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Though no engraved or pigmented art has been identified within the Mount Peake study area, rock art
complexes have been identified in the Amadeus Basin near Alice Springs approximately 220km south
of the study area. Most art sites occur on open rock faces in sheltered gorges or on rocky outcrops,
particularly in close proximity to water sources (Edwards 1971:358; Ross 2005:221).
According to archaeologists Mike Smith and June Ross, rock art complexes across Central Australia
bear similar characteristics in terms of their motif vocabulary or core motifs, the colour range utilised
and the method of application (Smith & Ross 2008:54). Monochromatic and polychromatic painted
oval and U-shaped motifs and striped panels were discovered on rock faces at Kuyunba and Emily’s
Gap respectively, two sacred men’s sites used as templates for ceremonial body decorations (Ross
2005:219). Paint colours were derived from natural pigments and comprised white clay, red, dark red,
cream and yellow ochre, and powdered charcoal and ash. Ochre was obtained from places such as the
Campbell Ranges near Waite Creek, in Walpiri country (Peterson & Lampert 1985:2) or from
Rumbalara, approximately 200km southeast of Alice Springs (Sullivan & Opik 1951:9); and may have
even been gathered from the Yarrakina mine at Parachilna, in the Flinders Ranges of South Australia,
or from Wilgamia near Geraldton in Western Australia (Peterson & Lampert 1985:1).
Thirteen rock art sites were identified at Glen Thirsty, eleven of which contain painted, drawn, or
stencilled art, and three with engravings. Hand stencils and handprints, trails of macropod or possum
tracks, concentric circles and snake outlines are dominant motifs, the majority of which are drawn in
outline form and filled in with red, dark red or white ochre (Figure 4.5). Cream, black, pink, yellow
and grey pigments were also recorded. Shallow pecked engravings line the horizontal slabs and
boulders adjacent to the Glen Thirsty waterhole, and comprise bird and macropod tracks, plain,
barred and concentric circles, spirals, ovals and a small amorphous maze (Smith & Ross 2008:53-57).
This pecked track and circle tradition, known as the ‘Panaramitee Style’, is widely distributed across
Australia but is best known from the arid Central Australian region (Flood 2004:161-162). Pecked
track and circle motifs were also found at both the Cleland Hills and Puritjarra rock shelters, though a
unique group of human faces and anthropomorphic figures were identified in the Cleland Hills site
(Edwards 1971, Plates XXVI and XXVII; Flood 2004:163-164; Ross 2005:225).

Figure 4.5 Illustrations of a diverse range of painted rock art motifs at Glen Thirsty (Source: Smith & Ross
2008:54).
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4.1.3

Maintaining Religious Traditions & Ceremonies

The passage from childhood to adulthood was marked by traditional initiation ceremonies, bringing
about greater spiritual awareness, knowledge and responsibility for both men and women. Initiates
were put through a series of ordeals or trials, shown tribal boundaries and received instruction from
elders regarding medicine and the healing arts, spiritual beliefs and traditional customs. Members of
the opposite sex, or uninitiated tribespeople were strictly forbidden from attending these ceremonies.
After passing through their apprenticeship from childhood to adulthood, initiates had their chests and
shoulders marked with cuts and filled with ash to created raised scars. Pronounced chest cicatrices were
worn with pride as marks of initiation (Figure 4.6, Jones 2007:203).

Figure 4.6 Portrait of an ‘Unmatjera man’ by Spencer and Gillen, Barrow Creek, 1901. The man bears scars
on his chest and shoulders as a marker of his status within the community (Source: Museum Victoria,
XP143BB).

Many Aboriginal places of significance are secret and sacred; however, there are a number of natural
landscape features in the Anmatyerre region that have mythological importance. Anmatyerre people
perceive the land as comprising more or less discrete ‘countries’. Each country is associated with one or
more of the Altyerrenge (Dreaming) Beings, and contains sites marking the scenes of their travels and
activities. Some of these beings travelled widely and have sites along their tracks which span several
countries, or are limited to a single country. These Beings reside in significant landscape features such
the Hanson River (Mer Petyal), Central Mount Stuart (Amakweng), waterholes, rock outcrops and
other mountain peaks (Green 2003b:21; Rea 2009:7). The travels and activities of the Altyerrenge
beings are recorded in stories and songs and are depicted in ceremonies. Honey Ant (Yerrampe) and
Native Cat (Malpwenke) Beings camped at several sites as they travelled across Anmatyerre country
(Office of the Aboriginal Land Commissioner 1987:11-12).
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4.2 European History
4.2.1

Early Exploration

The first Europeans to set foot in Anmatyerre country were members of John McDougall Stuart’s
exploration party, which crossed the Australian continent from its southern to northern coast in a
series of expeditions between 1858 and 1862. Stuart reached Central Mount Stuart, three miles from
the centre of the continent, in April 1860:
Sunday, 22nd April, Small Gum Creek, under Mount Stuart, Centre of Australia. To-day I find
from my observations of the sun, 111 degrees 00 minutes 30 seconds, that I am now camped in the
centre of Australia. I have marked a tree and planted the British flag there. There is a high mount
about two miles and a half to the north-north-east. I wish it had been in the centre; but on it
tomorrow I will raise a cone of stones, and plant the flag there, and name it Central Mount Stuart…
Monday, 23rd April, Centre. Took Kekwick and the flag, and went to the top of the mount, but
found it to be much higher and more difficult of ascent than I anticipated. After a deal of labour,
slips, and knocks, we at last arrived on the top. It is quite as high as Mount Serle, if not higher. The
view to the north is over a large plain of gums, mulga, and spinifex, with watercourses running
through it. The large gum creek that we crossed winds round this hill in a north-east direction; at
about ten miles it is joined by another. After joining they take a course more north, and I lost sight of
them in the far-distant plain. To the north-north-east is the termination of the hills; to the northeast, east and south-east are broken ranges, and to the north-north-west the ranges on the west side of
the plain terminate. To the north-west are broken ranges; and to the west is a very high peak,
between which and this place to the south-west are a number of isolated hills (Hardman 1865
[2014]).

From there, Stuart’s party travelled north along the Hanson River to Mount Barkly; but the arid
spinifex-grass country, and a large band of apparently armed Aboriginal [Warramunga] people, forced
them to turn back just north of Tennant Creek. During subsequent expeditions, Stuart remarked that
the country all around the Hanson was covered in Aboriginal tracks, and that a great number of
Aboriginal people occupied the area (Hardman 1865 [2014], Tuesday, 17th July). He posited that
Aboriginal people congregated around the Hanson and other permanent soaks and rock holes in times
of water shortage, and could extract potable water by means of sinking wells into the sandy banks
(Hardman 1865 [2014], Tuesday, 22nd May; Sunday, 5th October; Meggitt 1962:17-18). Stuart’s
party completed the crossing of the continent in July 1862 (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 Sketch map of Australia, showing the route John McDougall Stuart took to cross Asustralia from
its southern to northern coast (Source: Hardman 1865 [2014]).

4.2.2

The Overland Telegraph

A secondary goal of Stuart’s expedition was the mapping of a navigable route for the eventual
establishment of an overland telegraph line. Stuart made note of the best places for river crossings,
documented reliable sources of timber for telegraph poles at Chambers Creek, and the Hugh, Finke
and Roper Rivers, and identified permanent water resources (Hardman 1865 [2014], preface,
Saturday 2nd March). In 1865 the South Australian Parliament authorised the construction of a
telegraph line between Adelaide and Port Augusta, and the 3,200km route to Darwin was approved in
1870. The route for the telegraph line was surveyed by John Ross and Alfred Giles in 1871, and was to
closely follow the route traversed by John McDougall Stuart (Office of the Aboriginal Land
Commissioner 1987:1; Young 1987:160; Central Desert Shire c2008:7).
The contract for the construction of the Overland Telegraph, as it came to be known, was given to
South Australian Superintendent of Posts and Telegraphs Charles Todd. Initially, crude materials and
methods of construction were utilised. Hand tools were used to clear vegetation anthills and other
obstructions, and fire ploughs and V-shaped screeds were dragged by teams of bullocks or horses.
Equipment for the line was transported by Afghan cameleers, and supplies and provisions for the
teams of surveyors, linesmen, carpenters, labourers and cooks were carried by wagon. Cypress pine
posts were used to convey the galvanised telegraph wire along the line, and telegraph repeater stations
were constructed every 250km.
Maintenance of the Overland Telegraph was an ongoing and substantial operation. The route was
kept clear of trees and debris, to facilitate regular inspection of the posts, insulators and line, and to
enable the efficient resupplying of provisions at repeater stations. The timber posts were destroyed by
white ants and were gradually replaced with wrought iron Oppenheimer poles from 1873 onwards. In
time, a track was established along the route of the line and was frequently used by travellers, drovers
and adventurers. It later became the route for settlers to transport their cattle and livestock, and
encouraged settlement of the neighbouring landscape (Office of the Aboriginal Land Commissioner
1987:2; Poole 2007:4). During the Second World War a telephone cable was installed to facilitate
communication between military personnel in Darwin and the southern states (see Section 4.2.4
below).
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4.2.3

Early Settlement

The region’s earliest settlers were principally stock drovers, enticed to the central desert in the 1870s
by reports of favourable, relatively well-watered grazing land from Stuart himself, staff at the repeater
stations and other early settlers (Meggitt 1962:19; Young 1987:160; Devitt 1994:25; Paterson
2005:268; Central Desert Shire c2008:7). Pastoralists moved into the Northern Territory via the Gulf
Country of western Queensland and via Central Australia, and by the late 1870s had claimed large
tracts of land in the eastern portion of the Northern Territory, between the Overland Telegraph line
and the Queensland border.
The Buchanan, Gordon, Farquharson and Durack families ran large herds of cattle in the Barkly
Tablelands region, while the Malcolm, Parr, Meňatt and Manchee families managed smaller holdings
in Anmatyerre country. These early pastoral ventures relied heavily on the prevalence of surface waters
such as waterholes, springs and small lakes, but long periods of drought in the 1880s meant that
competition for scarce water supplies, and occasionally, was fierce (Young 1987:160; Devitt 1994:26).
Successful pastoral ventures relied on the ability to move stock to avail distant waters and pastures.
Stock was highly mobile and there was little investment in infrastructure such as fences and elaborate
homesteads. Most of these enterprises were short lived, particularly on smaller runs were good water
and pasture land was lacking. In reality, many claims were forfeited or abandoned and offered for
auction, though few were taken up again (Figure 4.8). The historian Charles Edwin Woodrow Bean
remarked that around Lake Eyre, and over some part of Central Australia you may see them today –
deserted homesteads standing out from the desert with the marks of old settlement around them (Bean
1910:16).
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Figure 4.8 ‘Plan Shewing Approximate Positions of Pastoral Claims in the Northern Territory of South
Australia’, 1878. Those highlighted in pink were ‘recently abandoned’ (Source: Northern Territory
Government, Historic Map Index Map ID. 1753).
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Pastoral noting plans reveal that the study area was leased to D Murray, JB Spence and AM
Wooldridge in 1883 (Northern Territory Government, Historic Map Index Map ID. 1687). By 1891
the run, now known as ‘Stirling’, had been abandoned:
The Stirling Swamps were all under water, and we had to wade through the lagoons and waterholes.
The country here has a fresh appearance, and grass and herbage grow luxuriantly. There was a cattle
station on the banks of the Stirling Creek at one time, but the run has been abandoned, and the
country at present is idle (Adelaide Observer, Saturday 15 August 1891:6).

Evidently, the ‘luxuriant’ countryside attracted further settlement, and the Stirling run was revived in
the mid-1890s. While details about its origins are unclear, it was likely established as a stocked cattle
station; and encompassed land on the eastern and western sides of the Overland Telegraph, in the
vicinity of the Hanson River, Mount Stirling and Mount Peake (Figure 4.9, Newcastle Morning Herald
and Miners' Advocate, 6 July 1896:4).

Figure 4.9 Central Australian pastoral leases, including Stirling Station, which includes the study area, stocked
prior to 1895 (Source: Northern Territory Government, Historic Map Index Map ID. 3541).

At the turn of the century, staff from the Barrow Creek Telegraph Station took up grazing licences on
the Stirling and Taylor Creeks, to supplement pasture land for the Station’s stock. This included
Station Master Francis Robert William Scott, who leased Blocks 424 and 1983, Licences 67 and 220
and Permit 95 of Stirling Station (Northern Territory Government, Historic Map Index, Map ID.
3269 and 3392). Severe drought in 1902-1905 forced a number of small landholders out of the area,
but Stirling Station endured (Meggitt 1962:20). Though little capital was invested across the lease, the
majority was concentrated on Block 1983 in the vicinity of Stirling Swamp, which was periodically
inundated. The Station homestead was constructed approximately two miles east of the Overland
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Telegraph Line and eighteen miles southwest of the Barrow Creek Telegraph Station, while the ‘New
Hansen Well’ was sunk six miles south of the homestead (Figure 4.10). As Station Master and
Assistant Returning Officer for the local Electoral District, Scott was frequently away and, at least
initially, employed a local Anmatyerre man as manager of Stirling Station (Figure 4.11). Due to their
intricate knowledge of the landscape and of reliable water and plant resources it is likely that other
Anmatyerre people were employed on the Station, as stockmen and drovers, as fence builders or in
domestic roles (Young 1987:162; Devitt 1994:26-27; Central Desert Shire c2008:8).

Figure 4.10 Proposed alteration of Grazing Licences No.17 and 18 and Reserves under Post and Telegraph
Department, 1917. The locations of the Stirling homestead and New Hansen Well are circled (Source:
Northern Territory Government, Historic Map Index Map ID3392).
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Figure 4.11 Photograph of an ‘Unmatjera Native in charge of Scott’s station at Stirling Creek, with hat made
by Scott’, taken by Spencer and Gillen, 1901 (Source: Museum Victoria, ID. XP14578).

Francis Robert William Scott continued to operate Stirling Station throughout the 1900s and 1910s,
and by 1921 was a notable pastoralist with considerable experience in the region. He gave evidence
during a Federal enquiry into the construction of a north-south railway through the Northern
Territory, and advocated for the construction of the line through the abundantly watered and fertile
Barkly Tablelands region. He argued that the neighbouring region could better support a large
proportion of stock, which could be raised and subsequently transported throughout the Territory to
South Australia and Queensland. At the time Scott’s Stirling Station holding comprised 890 square
miles, on which he ran 2,000 head of cattle and 500 horses (Adelaide Observer, 23 July 1921:30). The
railway was not to eventuate for another 80 years.
Following Scott’s death in 1923, Stirling Station changed hands a number of times. It was leased by
Messrs Spencer, Turner and Harris in 1925 and was purchased by Sir Sydney Kidman and son Walter
Kidman in 1928 (Northern Territory Times and Gazette, 3 November 1925:1; Northern Standard, 15
June 1928:3). In the late 1930s and early 1940s it was subleased or managed by Stan Brown, and was
acquired by the McCarthy family who have managed the property for at least three generations.
Today, the property encompasses an area of 7,200 square km and runs 8,000 head of cattle (pers.
comm. A McCarthy 16/06/2015).
4.2.4

The Stuart Highway

The Stuart Highway was first established in the 1870s as a supply track for the Overland Telegraph,
and essentially facilitated transportation throughout and settlement of the Northern Territory interior.
The dirt track was periodically inspected and maintained in conjunction with the upkeep of the
telegraph line. Like other Australian roads, the track was merely cleared, levelled and formed up of
using horse-drawn ploughs and screeds, and timber posts were laid in corduroy fashion along sandy
and marshy sections to prevent bogging (Lay 1992:207; Heritage Concepts 2008:22; Department of
Infrastructure and Transport c2012:1). In the south, spinifex was also used to enable crossing of sandy
sections and creek beds, though little could be done to help traverse inundated creeks in the absence of
adequate bridges. Henry Dutton and Murray Aunger attempted to traverse the Overland Telegraph
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track from South Australia by car in 1907, but following torrential rain the track turned into a
quagmire and the trip was abandoned at Tennant Creek. The track, like other remote roads of the
period, was not designed to be traversed during heavy rain and was subsequently impassable for
lengthy periods of time (Figure 4.12; Poole 2007:5).

Figure 4.12 Car crossing the flooded Stirling Creek, south of Barrow Creek, by A and B Richards, 1934
(Source: Northern Territory Library, Richards Collection, http://hdl.handle.net/10070/20063).

The discovery of gold at Tennant Creek in 1934 brought increased volumes of traffic along the dirt
track from Alice Springs, but this had little impact on its maintenance and repair. Few improvements
were made to correct the drainage capacity, grading and alignment of the dirt track until the 1940s,
when the Australian Department of Defence identified the need for efficient transportation of troops
in the defence of Australia. Responsibility for the track was assumed by the Department of Defence in
1940, and within months major construction and drainage works were scheduled. Reconnaissance
surveys were carried out, new road alignments were pegged and a number of bores were sunk from
Alice Springs through to Larrimah in the state’s north (Office of the Aboriginal Land Commissioner
1987:2; Ling 2015). The section of road between Alice Springs and Tennant Creek was widened and
straightened to facilitate faster transportation, but in a bid to cut down on time and labour resources,
was gravelled and left unsealed (Figure 4.13). Large amounts of plant and equipment including
tractors, end loaders, tip trucks and water carts were mobilised for the construction of a wide sealed
gravel road between Tennant Creek and Larrimah, which was completed in three months. But,
following a particularly devastating wet season in 1940-1941, it was realised that an all-weather
bitumen road with bridged creek crossings was required across the length of the Alice-Darwin
transport road (Poole 2007:5).
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Figure 4.13 Photograph of the Alice Springs-Darwin road soon after completion of the unsealed section
between Alice Springs and Tennant Creek, 1942. The road was widened, straightened and levelled and was
intended to carry military transport (Source: Australian War Memorial, Department of Information, ID.
150145).

Staged construction of the new bitumen sealed road began at the northern end of the highway in
1941, and was completed by 1944. The previously unsealed gravel road between Alice Springs and
Tennant Creek was re-sheeted in gravel and then surfaced in bitumen by the Country Roads Board of
Victoria. Bitumen for the project was transported from the Alice Springs railhead in three-ton truck
convoys, mixed and poured on site (Figure 4.14). The Stuart Highway passed back into the NT
Department of Construction/Works ownership in 1945.

Figure 4.14 A convoy approaching a staging camp on the ‘North-South Military Highway’, 1943. Allied
Works Council tar and bitumen boilers, left, were used in the resurfacing works (Source: Australian War
Memorial, ID. 014400).

In the period between 1970 and 1992, further upgrades were made to the highway’s alignment, built
structures and drainage capacity, in order to meet National Highway Standards. This included the
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reconstruction of a number of bridges to meet increased loading standards, the provision of overtaking
lanes and, more recently, the introduction of open speed limit zones (Department of Transport 2014).
4.2.5

Infrastructure Projects in the Late Twentieth Century

In the earliest stages of European colonisation, settlements were established primarily along the
Australian coastline. As settlers moved into increasingly more rural locations and inland resources were
exploited it became necessary to establish reliable methods of transportation, culminating in the
construction of independent colonial railways. In the province of South Australia the first
government-owned railway line was opened between Adelaide and Port Adelaide, in 1856. It was
extended to Kapunda in 1860 and to Roseworthy in 1870.
Plans for the construction of a regional railway through the central Australian interior began in 1878
with the construction of the Central Australian Railway. It was conceived mainly to serve the mining
and pastoral industries in far north SA, reaching Quorn in 1879, Beltana in 1881, Marree in 1884 and
Oodnadatta in 1891. For nearly forty years an additional stretch to Government Gums (Farina) was
completed by camel, until the railway line was extended past the township and as far north Alice
Springs in 1929. A second railway line was constructed from Darwin in 1888, reaching Pine Creek in
1889, the Katherine River in 1917 and Birdum in 1929. The section of linking track between Alice
Springs and Birdum, whilst planned for completion from the outset, was indefinitely postponed
during the Interwar period. To correct difficult grades and alignments and prevent delays caused by
flooding, the Adelaide to Alice Springs line was redirected via Tarcoola in 1957, and the Northern
Territory Government began preparing a feasibility study for the completion of the railway line from
Alice Springs to Darwin.
The development of the Alice to Darwin railway proposal stalled in the 1970s and 1980s, and may
have been hampered by the NT Government’s decision to construct a 1,600km long buried natural
gas pipeline along the Sturt Highway, from the Amadeus Basin to Darwin. The route was surveyed
and acquired from landowners in 1984, and was scheduled to be completed in four stages. The
contract for the fabrication of the 14in steel pipeline was awarded to two Port Kembla (New South
Wales) companies, the pipes of which were likely carted inland via rail or shipped to Darwin for
installation. The project was completed in 1986.
The contract for the Alice Springs to Darwin railway was awarded to the Asia Pacific Transport
Consortium in 2000. Work began in 2001 and incorporated substantial earth and drainage works,
including the clearance of an approximately 100m wide corridor along the length of the track, and the
construction of bridges along the Elizabeth, Adelaide, Cullen, Fergusson, Edith and Katherine Rivers.
Cement sleepers were manufactured at dedicated plants along the line and carted along the length of
the track. The Alice Springs to Darwin section was opened to passenger and freight traffic in 2004.
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5 Archaeological Context
Historic research indicates that Stirling Station was utilised as a pastoral station from at least the
1890s, and was primarily used for the grazing of cattle. With the exception of the homestead site and a
possible well to the east of the Highway, as well as perimeter fencing and a number of government and
privately-sunken bores, little development of the study area, particularly in the vicinity of the proposed
mine site and transport corridor, has occurred. Where present, these occupation sites are
comparatively recent and are representative of other pastoral station complexes in the broader central
desert region. As such, it is considered unlikely that historic sites of considerable heritage value would
be present within the study area.
This section describes the nature of the known Aboriginal archaeology of the study area, based upon a
review of relevant region-wide archaeological reports and publications, and a search and review of
previously recorded sites in the NT Heritage Register and the NT Aboriginal and Macassan
Archaeological Places.

5.1 Previous Archaeological Research
5.1.1

Regional Research

In contrast to the coastal Kimberley and Katherine regions of the NT, comparatively few
archaeological investigations have been undertaken in the central Australian arid region.
Archaeological investigations have focused primarily on rock shelter and open occupation sites in the
Cleland Hills, George Gill, James and MacDonnell Ranges, in landscapes more than 200km south of
the study area. While many of these sites have been identified in association with academic research
and in the construction of roads and town infrastructure, a regional comparison reveals that the
majority have been located in close proximity to water courses, natural resources, and significant
landscape features (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 Location of key archaeological sites in the Central Ranges region, Northern Territory (Source:
Gregory et al. 2008:57).

Archaeologist Mike Smith undertook excavations of the Puritjarra rock shelter site in 1986-1990,
located at the foot of a small sandstone escarpment in the Cleland Hills region adjacent to a sand plain
and spinifex hummock grassland. Stratified deposits containing silcrete and chalcedony flakes suggest
that the shelter was occasionally utilised by small, highly mobile groups from 32,000 to 18,000 years
BP. After this point the site was used more frequently and for greater periods of time, as groups
focused more on the local country than the wider territory previously occupied. Archaeological
evidence from the shelter suggests that grindstones, large implements, pits or hearths and pigmented
rock art became more prevalent at 13,000 BP; and by 3,500 BP a specialised Aboriginal ‘tool kit’ was
used. This included formal scrapers, adzes and geometric microliths, as well as specialised seed
grinding implements for processing acacia and grass seeds, and other composite artefacts manufactured
from wood, stone and resin. A greater concentration of occupational debris, including flaked stone
artefacts, seed grinding implements, charcoal, discrete hearths and pits, ochre, bone and eggshell,
suggests that the site was used more intensively during the past 800 years (Flood 2004:102-104; Smith
2006:405-406; Gregory et al. 2008:31-34).
Smith also undertook excavations of an open campsite area at Wanmara in the George Gill Ranges in
1988. The site was located on a sandplain, within 50-200m of a main spring and in close proximity to
abundant plant food resources. It was occupied by 2,600 BP, though substantially more intensive
occupation of the site occurred from 1,300 BP. This was evidenced by an increase in the density of
stone artefacts and increases in the number of grindstones and seed grinding implements, retouched
artefacts, and bone, charcoal and ochre. Initially, locally available silcrete was used for the production
of stone artefacts; but within the last thousand years non-local chert became an equally important
resource. The surface of the site was covered in stone artefacts; and included hundreds of seed grinding
implements such as mullers and mortars and pestles (Smith 1988:161-198).
Kyle Napton and Elizabeth Anne Greathouse excavated two rock shelter sites at Pine Gap, on the
southern flank of the MacDonnell Ranges, in 1980. The rock shelter sites, known as Kuyunba 106
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and Kuyunba 107, occupy elevated positions above a long, narrow but open level valley between two
sandstone ridges. Similar artefacts were located across both sites, and included milling stone fragments,
adzes and adze slugs, backed blades, end-scrapers, retouched flakes and waste material. The principal
raw materials across both rock shelter sites were quartzite, chalcedony and other cryptocrystallines.
According to Napton and Greathouse, the artefacts found in Kuyunba 106 and 107 were not
particularly distinctive or unusual, but were characteristic examples of the general range of artefacts
known to occur in surface sites in central Australia (Napton & Greathouse 1985:99, 102).
5.1.2

Local Research

A search of the NT Heritage Register and the NT Aboriginal and Macassan Archaeological Places
confirms that comparatively few archaeological investigations have been undertaken within the vicinity
of the study area (Figure 5.2). This is likely owing to the pastoral nature of the surrounding landscape,
whereby little development and archaeological investigation of the land has occurred. Large scale
infrastructure projects throughout the study area, such as the construction of the Stuart Highway and
installation of the Amadeus Basin to Darwin Pipeline, were likely undertaken without prior
archaeological assessment or investigation. An Aboriginal archaeological survey of the proposed Alice
Springs to Darwin railway was, however, conducted in 1997 by archaeologist Mike Smith.

Figure 5.2 Results of a search of the NT Heritage Register and Aboriginal and Macassan Archaeological Places
within the study area, boxed in green. Known Aboriginal archaeological sites are identified in red and historic
heritage sites are identified in blue (Source: D. Bensley, Northern Territory Heritage Branch, 02/07/2015).

Archaeological survey of the proposed Alice Springs to Darwin railway: Alice Springs to Buchanan
Highway
During a survey of the proposed route for the railway between Alice Springs and the Buchanan
Highway, Smith (1997) identified two previously recorded (Mt Tops/Mt Octy Gap 1 and Mt
Tops/Mt Octy Gap 2) and one newly identified (Mt Tops/Mt Octy Gap 3) artefact scatters within the
vicinity of the rail corridor. These sites were located on the banks of ephemeral creeks, at the foot of
two mountain ranges. Mt Tops/Mt Octy Gap 1 was a flaked and ground artefact scatter site on the
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northern bank of an ephemeral creek, located within 50m either side of the pegged railway centreline
at chainage 208.1. At the time it was originally documented in 1983, all stone artefacts visible on the
ground surface, including a complete grindstone, were collected and lodged with the Northern
Territory Museum. During the subsequent survey in 1997 no other artefacts were observed (Smith
1997:40).
Mt Tops/Mt Octy Gap 2 was an artefact scatter approximately 400x500m in size, situated on a flat
sandy plain that extended along both sides of an ephemeral creek at chainages 208.6 to 209.1. The site
extended 300m to the east and 100m to the west of the pegged centreline. The scatter contained
flakes, retouched flakes, cores, grinding dish fragments and at least one anvil, pestle and tula slugs.
Approximately 85% of the assemblage comprised chalcedony, with smaller quantities of quartz, chert,
sandstone and silcrete. Artefacts were distributed in a clustered, discontinuous fashion, with the
highest artefact densities on the north bank of the creek and the lowest on the graded railway survey
line. At the time the sites was originally recorded, a representative sample of surface artefacts was made
within a 50m corridor to either side of the pegged railway, and were lodged with the Northern
Territory Museum. Owing to the high density (as many as 13/m²) of artefacts within the scatter,
however, the recorders stressed that this collection represented a minimum sample of the total artefact
assemblage. Smith concluded that:
Mt Tops/Mt Octy Gap 2 contains a relatively diverse assemblage of artefact and raw material types,
and could therefore potentially be of great interest in any study of prehistoric settlement patterns and
raw material transport within the region. While part of the site has been disturbed during
construction of the railway survey line, the majority of the scatter remains intact. The site is regarded
as possessing a high level of archaeological significance (Smith 1997:39).

Smith determined that a small proportion of the scatter would be destroyed as a result of the railway
construction, and recommended that heavy earth moving machinery should not be permitted to
operate more than 10m to either side of the pegged railway survey line at chainages 208.6 to 209.1.
This would ensure that disturbance to the scatter was restricted to an area in which salvage artefact
collections had been previously made and which had already been impacted by earth moving
machinery (Smith 1997:39-40).
Mt Tops/Mt Octy Gap 3 was an artefact scatter approximately 130x130m in size on the banks of a
shallow ephemeral creek, on a gently undulating sandplain more than 50m to the west of the pegged
centreline at an undisclosed chainage. A line of low hills was visible several kilometres to the southeast
of the scatter, and a fence line passed through the site at a bearing of 240°. Artefact types included
flakes, retouched flakes, cores, tula slugs, hammer stones, grinding dish fragments and pestle
fragments, the majority of which were manufactured from chalcedony with lesser quantities of quartz
and sandstone. This site represented a type that was relatively common in the region (Smith 1997:41).
While artefact densities ranged up to 7/m², artefacts occurred in densities of less than 0.5/m² across
most of the site. An area of disturbance was identified in a 20m corridor along the fence line. Many of
the flakes were quite small which, according to Smith, suggested that artefact manufacture was an
important activity at the site (Smith 1997:40-41). The scatter was regarded as possessing a moderate
level of significance.

5.2 Summary
According to the Heritage Branch, the limited number of identified Aboriginal and historic sites
within the study area is reflective of a lack of archaeological investigation, rather than an absence of
archaeological sites (D. Bensley pers. comm. 02/07/2015). Three Aboriginal artefact scatter sites have
been previously identified in the study area, located on relatively flat sandy plains in close proximity to
ephemeral creeks (Smith 1997:39-41). These results correlate with the body of archaeological and
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academic research in the broader central desert region; where people tended to camp more frequently
in close proximity to water, resources or vantage points (Napton & Greathouse 1985:95; Smith
1988:161; 2005:94; 2006:373; 2013:12). Groups moved transiently through the open countryside in
search of water and food resources; and such sites are likely to be represented by smaller, background
scatters and isolated, discarded artefacts.
5.2.1

Aboriginal Heritage Site Predictive Modelling

On the basis of the archaeological sites registered in the region and review of previous archaeological
studies, the following conclusions can be drawn regarding the potential presence and location of
Aboriginal heritage sites within the landscape of the study area:
• Open artefact sites usually appear as surface scatters of stone artefacts, in areas where
vegetation is limited and ground surface visibility increases. Such scatters of artefacts are also
often exposed by erosion, pastoral events such as stocking, and the creation of informal,
unsealed vehicle access tracks and walking paths. There is potential for artefact scatters to be
found in all environmental contexts and landforms, although larger and denser sites are
predominantly located on the riverbanks and lower slopes facing watercourses, and on
elevated ridgelines;
• Flat, open areas associated with the creeks and their resource-rich surrounds would have
offered ideal camping areas to the Aboriginal inhabitants of the local area. Sites found here
could include artefact scatters as well as isolated artefacts. Isolated artefacts may represent a
single item discard event, or be the result of limited stone knapping activity. Isolated artefacts
are also likely to be located on landforms associated with past Aboriginal activities, such as
ridgelines and valley floors that would have provided ease of movement through the area;
• Culturally modified trees display scars resulting from the removal of bark or wood for
cultural purposes, such as for the construction of canoes or shields, to mark the tree, or to
gain access to food resources. Culturally modified trees may be present throughout the study
area, in areas where remnant old growth vegetation survives;
• Where exposed rock surfaces and shelters occur in Grant Bluff and Central Mount Stuart
sandstone geology, pigmented and engraved art sites, as well as grinding grooves may be
present; and
• Discrete rock outcrops suitable for the manufacture of stone artefacts may also be located
within the study area, in areas of suitable geology.
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6 Physical Analysis
6.1 Survey Methodology
An archaeological survey of the study area was undertaken from 15 to 20 June 2015 by AM
Consulting Project Manager Aboriginal Heritage and archaeologist Chris Langeluddecke and AM
Consulting Project Officer and archaeologist Laressa Berehowyj. Aerial photographs and 1:250 000
Topographic maps were used to guide the survey, supplemented with handheld Global Positioning
Systems (GPS) loaded with centreline data for the proposed haul road and pipeline design, and
outlines of the mine site, camping area and rail siding site.
Given the size of the currently proposed project area, the targeted survey sought to sample landforms
and environments across the project area, to test the results of the predictive modelling, inform the
impact analysis, and allow development of heritage impact mitigation options. The purpose of the
survey was to:
• Inspect a large proportion of the study area through targeted pedestrian and vehicular survey;
• Identify the location and extent of artefact scatter sites Mt Tops/Mt Octy Gap 2 and Mt
Tops/Mt Octy Gap 3 previously identified within the study area;
• Record any Aboriginal or historic archaeological sites identified during the survey; and
• Identify any areas of potential Aboriginal or historic heritage sensitivity, and determine the
likelihood of Aboriginal archaeological sites occurring within the proposed project areas.
Pedestrian transects were surveyed throughout the mine, camping and rail loading sites, focusing
particularly on areas of ground surface exposure and in the vicinity of ephemeral watercourses or stone
resources. The proposed route for the water pipeline was surveyed by vehicle, with targeted pedestrian
survey of areas in close proximity to the Hanson River. Sections of the proposed haul road followed
existing station tracks; where feasible, these areas were surveyed by vehicle. Two sections of haul road
were located away from established tracks in dense scrub, particularly in the vicinity of the Djilbari
Hill and Central Mount Stirling, and to the east of the Stuart Highway. Due to difficulties accessing
the area, a representative sample of these latter areas was traversed by foot, and particular attention was
paid to areas of exposed ground surface on sandplains, near waterholes, creeks and drainage lines, and
in close proximity to stone outcrops (see Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1).
Where Aboriginal artefacts were encountered, notes were to be made regarding their type, size and
material. In addition, descriptions of the site were to be recorded, including their environmental
setting with details of any disturbance to archaeological material in the site’s vicinity, and Australian
Map Grid (AMG) coordinates were taken using Garmin Oregon 300 handheld GPS units.
Photographs of the area, sites and artefacts identified were taken with Fujifilm Finepix H20 EXR
digital cameras. A track log of the survey and plotted waypoints, recorded by the GPS, is provided in
Figure 6.1.
For the purposes of this assessment, stone artefact sites were identified under two categories; isolated
artefacts and artefact scatters. An isolated artefact is identified as a single artefact, located more than
50m from another artefact. An artefact scatter is defined as a collection of two or more artefacts within
50m of one another.
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Table 6.1 Survey coverage table.
Survey
Unit

Landform

Pipeline

Flat, Lower
Slopes,
Banks

Haul
Road

Slopes,
Valley, Flat

Rail
Siding

Flat

Camp
Site

Flat

Mine
Site

Flat

Australian Museum Consulting

Description
Proposed pipeline corridor from Wollagalong Bore to the mine
site, passing Middle Well, Browns Yards and Boko Bore. The
northern section follows the western bank of the Hanson River.
Route traverses an existing stockyard access track.
Proposed transport corridor between the mine site and the Alice
Springs to Darwin railway, near Adnera. Proposed route passes to
the east of Djilbari Hills, Mount Judith and Central Mount Stuart,
and between Mount Tops and Mount Octy. Traverses existing
tracks along fence lines, existing access roads, flat vegetated
sandplain and vegetated undulating slopes/valley bottom.
Proposed rail siding and load out facility on northern side of the
railway line at Adnera, east of Mount Tops and Mount Octy.
Traverses undeveloped ground.
Proposed camp site location in the vicinity of the eastern bank of
the Murray Creek, beside two unnamed mountain peaks. Access
track and clearings created during mining exploration activities;
the western portion of the site is undeveloped.
Proposed mine site location on the western bank of the Murray
Creek, containing a processing plant, two waste dump sites and
mine pit. Access tracks and clearings created during mining
exploration activities; the majority of the site is undeveloped.

Approximate
Distance/Area
Surveyed
35 km

65 km

1 km²
1 km²

1.5 km²
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Figure 6.1 Track log and waypoint data recorded during archaeological survey.
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6.2 Survey Results
No historic heritage sites or areas of potential archaeological deposit were identified within the study
area, and 16 Aboriginal archaeological sites were identified. On the whole, ground surface visibility
across the study area was high; the dominant ground cover was dispersed low spinifex grasses with
large patches of exposed soil. These exposed surfaces are subject to deflation; a process that refers to
the removal and transportation of dry unconsolidated sand and dust particles from the ground surface
by wind (Pye 1987:142). To the east of the highway ground surface visibility was moderate to high;
the dominant ground cover was low spinifex grassland with tracts of dense mulga, and in the vicinity
of the junction between the railway and the haul road the dominant ground cover comprised low,
prickly spinifex grass with isolated outcrops of limestone. To facilitate discussion, the study area has
been broken up according to the five areas to be impacted as part of the proposed works.
6.2.1

Pipeline

The current route for the water pipeline follows an existing access track leading from Boko Bore to the
Wollagalong Bore. Visibility along the access track was high; the track has been cleared of existing
vegetation but does not appear to have been graded. The entire 42km length of access track for the
pipeline corridor, minus an inaccessible sandy section between Boko Bore and the Browns Yards clay
pan, was traversed by vehicle; and no Aboriginal sites or artefacts were identified. Pedestrian surveys of
the clay pan area, the Boko Bore stockyards and a section of flat open sandplain in the vicinity of an
unnamed peak revealed no evidence for Aboriginal occupation (Figure 6.2-Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.2 View south of the access track near
Browns Yards, surveyed by vehicle.

Figure 6.3 View east to the clay pan near Browns
Yards.

Figure 6.4 View southwest to Boko Bore stockyards.

Figure 6.5 View south to flat, open sandplain in the
vicinity of an unnamed peak.
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Between Browns Yards, Middle Well and the Wollagalong Bore, however, the proposed pipeline route
traverses the western bank of the Hanson River. Here the survey involved pedestrian transects spaced
50-100m apart, focusing particularly on exposed ground surfaces on higher ground above the river.
Aboriginal artefacts were located at five of the six transects surveyed; thus reinforcing the sensitive
nature of the landscape in close proximity to the Hanson River. A total of five Aboriginal heritage sites
were identified in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline alignment.
Mount Peake (MP) 1 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 339591E, 7627823N (centre point)
Landform: Flat/ River Bank
Site Size: 160m²
Exposure: Sparsely vegetated, deflated flat on western bank of Hanson River
Site Description:
Site MP1 is located on the western bank and lower slopes of the Hanson River, approximately 10m
east of the Middle Well bore site clearing (see Figure 6.6). The area within the river bank and flat is
sparsely treed and partially covered with low spinifex grasses, such that ground visibility was high
(Figure 6.7-Figure 6.9). The current proposed pipeline route runs approximately 85m southwest of
the site and is not likely to impact on the area.
The scatter comprises a total of 18 stone artefacts, visible on the eroding creek bank and on the flat
above (Table 6.2). The site measures approximately 80x20m, and artefacts were observed on the river
flat and moving down the eroding slopes of the river bank. Artefacts observed comprised quartzite and
quartz materials. Notable artefacts were the distal end of a broken quartz flake, a small symmetrical
leaf-shaped quartz flake with unifacial stepped retouch, a complete quartzite flake with parallel dorsal
flakes and overhang removal, two angular quartzite fragments, the proximal end of a broken quartzite
flake, and seven small quartz flakes (Figure 6.10-Figure 6.13). The artefact scatter was visibly denser
along the banks of the river, and became increasingly more dispersed towards the bore.
The seasonally dry western bank of the river is well deflated, such that fine sand and dirt is being
blown from the site (Figure 6.8). This does not however, preclude the presence of sub-surface in situ
archaeological deposits, particularly where vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment.
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Figure 6.6 Detail of the location of Aboriginal heritage sites MP1, MP2 and MP3.
Table 6.2 Site MP1 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartz
Quartz

White
White

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
19 x 23 x n/a
18 x 23 x n/a

Quartz
Quartz
Quartz

White
White
White

18 x 18 x n/a
15 x 16 x n/a
10 x 8 x n/a

Scraper
Flake
Flake

Quartz
Quartz

White
White

10 x 7 x n/a
25 x 12 x n/a

Flake
Flake

Quartzite
Quartzite
Quartzite

Tan
Dark Grey
Dark Grey

30 x 41 x n/a
20 x 76 x n/a
29 x 27 x n/a

Core
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece

Quartzite
Quartzite
Quartzite

Brown
Grey
Grey

49 x 27 x n/a
28 x 22 x n/a
15 x 17 x n/a

Flake
Flaked Piece
Proximal Flake
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Artefact Type
Distal Flake
Flake
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Quartz
Quartzite
Quartzite

White
Tan
Tan

13 x 17 x n/a
44 x 42 x n/a
32 x 34 x n/a

Flake
Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece

Quartzite
Quartzite

Dark Grey
Brown

38 x 28 x n/a
22 x 27 x n/a

Flake
Flaked Piece

Figure 6.7 View northwest to MP1 from the
Hanson riverbed.

Figure 6.8 View south to MP1. Note sparsely
vegetated, well deflated bank of the Hanson River.

Figure 6.9 View northwest to Middle Well bore site, from edge of site MP1. The site extends to within 10m
of the clearing.

Figure 6.10 Site MP1 quartzite and quartz
artefacts.
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Figure 6.11 Site MP1 quartz flake with unifacial
retouch.
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Figure 6.12 Site MP1 quartzite flake.

Figure 6.13 Site MP1 flaked quartzite piece.

MP2 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 338594E, 7629462N
Landform: Flat/ River Bank
Site Size: 25m²
Exposure: Flat, deflated clearing on the western bank of Hanson River
Site Description:
Site MP2 is located on the western bank of the Hanson River, approximately 1.9km northwest of
MP1 (see Figure 6.6). The site is located within an approximately 5x5m relatively flat and open,
partially deflated clearing, where ground surface visibility is high (Figure 6.14). The current proposed
pipeline route passes 150m west of site MP2 and would not directly impact on the area.
The site comprises two stone artefacts on the open flat area, as well as three additional stone artefacts
deposited in a disturbed context in the bed of the river (Figure 6.15). The three artefacts in the river
bed are likely to have been transported from the bank or upriver during a period of inundation. MP2
artefacts were manufactured of quartzite and quartz. They consist of one crystal quartz flake, the
proximal ends of broken quartzite and quartz flakes, a heat treated quartzite core and the distal end of
a broken quartzite flake (Figure 6.16-Figure 6.17).
The open clearing is currently being impacted by wind erosion but this does not appear be impacting
the site. There remains the potential for the presence of sub-surface in situ archaeological deposits,
particularly where vegetation anchors the surrounding sandy sediment.
Table 6.3 Site MP2 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartz
Quartzite

Crystal
Brown

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
26 x 18 x n/a
50 x 48 x n/a

Quartz
Quartzite
Quartzite

Yellow
Grey/Buff
Tan

21 x 24 x 18
19 x 24 x 11
22 x 18 15
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Artefact Type
Flake
Proximal Flake
Proximal Flake
Heat Treated Core
Distal Flake
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Figure 6.14 View west of Site MP2 on deflated, open
flat.

Figure 6.15 View north of alluvial deposit in the
bed of the Hanson River, containing disturbed
stone artefacts.

Figure 6.16 Quartz and quartzite flakes in flat, open
ground, MP2.

Figure 6.17 Quartz flake, heat treated quartzite core
and quartzite flake in alluvial deposit, MP2.

MP3 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 338498E, 7629811N (centre point)
Landform: Flat/ River Bank
Site Size: 80m²
Exposure: Flat, deflated open clearing on the western bank of Hanson River
Site Description:
Site MP3 is an artefact scatter located on the western bank of the Hanson River, approximately 375m
northwest of MP2 (see Figure 6.6). The scatter is situated within a large, level and deflated open
clearing, with high ground surface visibility (Figure 6.18-Figure 6.20). The current proposed pipeline
route runs approximately 20m west of the site and, depending on the width of the corridor, has
potential to impact the area.
The site comprises a total of twelve quartzite and quartz artefacts (Table 6.4). These included a
quartzite multidirectional core, a quartzite flake, four small quartz flakes, a small quartzite bladelet and
two quartz scrapers (Figure 6.21-Figure 6.23).
The open clearing is being impacted by deflation, such that finer sand and dirt is being blown from
the site. This does not however, preclude the presence of sub-surface in situ archaeological deposits,
particularly where vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment.
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Table 6.4 Site MP3 artefact details.

Quartzite

Brown

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
33 x 48 x 22

Quartzite
Quartzite
Quartz

Dark Grey
Brown
White

15 x 17 x n/a
44 x 30 x n/a
24 x 14 x n/a

Distal Flake
Core
Flake

Quartzite
Quartz
Quartz

Light Grey
White
White

20 x 10 n/a
11 x 16 x n/a
8 x 15 x n/a

Bladelet
Thumbnail Scraper
Flake

Quartz
Quartzite

White
Red

7 x 15 x n/a
13 x 19 x n/a

Flake
Flake

Quartz
Quartz
Quartz

Crystal
White
White

17 x 15 x n/a
13 x 15 x n/a
25 x 34 x n/a

Flake
Distal Flake
Scraper

Material

Colour

Artefact Type
Core

Figure 6.18 Site MP3, located in a flat deflated
clearing on the western bank of the Hanson River.
View to south.

Figure 6.19 Site MP3, located in a flat deflated
clearing on the western bank of the Hanson River.
View to north.

Figure 6.20 Evidence of erosion and deflation
impacts at Site MP3

Figure 6.21 Site MP3 quartz and quartz artefacts.
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Figure 6.22 Site MP3 quartz and quartz artefacts.

Figure 6.23 Site MP3 quartz artefact..

MP4 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 338031E, 7636588N (centre point)
Landform: Flat/ River Bank
Site Size: 20m²
Exposure: Flat, partially deflated open clearing on the western bank of Hanson River
Site Description:
Site MP4 is located on the western bank of the Hanson River, to the east and southeast of the
Wollagalong Bore stock yards (see Figure 6.24). Like the majority of other sites along the banks of the
river, MP4 is situated in a large, open and partially deflated clearing, where ground surface visibility
was high (Figure 6.25). Site MP4 is located 1.8km northeast of the endpoint of the proposed pipeline
corridor, and would not be impacted by the works.
Two broken quartzite flakes were identified within a 20m² clearing along the river flat (Figure 6.26Figure 6.27). The open clearing is being impacted by deflation, such that finer sand and dirt is being
blown from the site. This does not however, preclude the presence of sub-surface in situ archaeological
deposits, particularly where vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment. No visible animal
disturbance was observed across the site, though it was noted that the site was located in close
proximity to existing stock yards.
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Figure 6.24 Detail of the location of Aboriginal heritage sites MP4 and MP5.
Table 6.5 Site MP4 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartzite
Quartzite

Dark Grey
Tan

Australian Museum Consulting

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
46 x 52 x n/a
49 x 36 x n/a

Artefact Type
Medial Flake
Flake
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Figure 6.25 View northwest to Site MP4 on partially deflated open river flat.

Figure 6.26 Site MP4 quartzite flake.

Figure 6.27 Site MP4 quartzite flake.

MP5 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 337647E, 7635247N (centre point)
Landform: Flat/ River Bank
Site Size: 44m²
Exposure: Eroding, deflated banks of an ephemeral creek; a tributary of Hanson River
Site Description:
Site MP5 is located along the confluence of two unnamed tributaries and lower order streams of the
Hanson River (see Figure 6.24 and Figure 6.28-Figure 6.29). Where the tributary crosses the dirt
access track, the roadway caused the creek’s eastern bed to silt up. A unidirectional silcrete core with
approximately 25% cortex was found on the northern bank near the crossing, approximately 10m east
of the access track (337668E, 7635243N). A further 44m west, on the southern bank of the creek
approximately 22m west of the access track, a mudstone thumbnail scraper was found (337625E,
7635252N; Figure 6.24). The current proposed pipeline route ends approximately 475m southwest of
site MP5, and would not directly impact on the area.
While the soil profile is relatively stable to the east of the access track, the creek banks on the western
side of the access track are being impacted by extensive erosion. It is unclear whether the mudstone
scraper has eroded from in situ archaeological deposits in the creek bank or was moving down the
eroding, deflated slope from the ridge above. No other artefacts were observed within the vicinity of
the ephemeral creek.
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Table 6.6 Site MP5 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Silcrete

Orange

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
34 x 26 x n/a

Mudstone

Buff

17 x 18 x n/a

Artefact Type
Core
Thumbnail Scraper

Figure 6.28 View west to site MP5, approximately
10m east of the dirt access track. The ephemeral
creek flows perpendicular to the track.

Figure 6.29 View south to mudstone artefact at site
MP5, circled, taken from the bed of the ephemeral
creek.

Figure 6.30 Silcrete core at site MP5.

Figure 6.31 Mudstone scraper at MP5.

MP16 – Isolated Find
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 322940E, 7604635N
Landform: Lower Slope/ River Bank
Site Size: n/a
Exposure: Small exposure on the lower slopes of the western bank of Murray Creek
Site Description:
Site MP16 is located on the lower slopes of the western bank of the Murray Creek; 12m north of the
current proposed pipeline and 220m east of the easternmost edge of the mine site area (see Figure
6.32). The site may be indirectly impacted by construction of the pipeline.
The western bank of the creek line is somewhat overgrown with long but dispersed spinifex grass;
though patches of exposed ground surface are visible. The site is situated within a roughly 3x2m area
of exposed sand, and comprises one quartzite scraper (Figure 6.33-Figure 6.34). Camel tracks were
identified throughout the site area.
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Figure 6.32 Detail of location of Aboriginal heritage site MP16.
Table 6.7 Site MP16 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartzite

Tan

Australian Museum Consulting

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
35 x 45 x n/a

Artefact Type
Scraper
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Figure 6.33 View east to site MP16 (circled), on the
lower slope/river bank of the Murray Creek.

6.2.2

Figure 6.34 Ventral surface of a quartzite flake from
site MP16.

Haul Road

Sections of the proposed route for the Haul Road also follow existing access tracks, as well as corridors
of cleared land along fence lines (Figure 6.35-Figure 6.36). Visibility was unimpeded along the cleared
access track sections of the Haul Road, and no Aboriginal sites or artefacts were identified at these sites
during the vehicular survey. Neither sites Mt Tops/Mt Octy 2 nor Mt Tops/Mt Octy 3 were located
during the survey, and may have been partially destroyed during construction of the Alice SpringsDarwin railway.
In the vicinity of Central Mount Stuart, Djilbari Hills and the western portion of Stirling Station
between the microwave tower and Tinfish Well, the Haul Road traverses natural, undeveloped
landscapes (Figure 6.37-Figure 6.38). Vehicular access to the undisturbed areas of land was made
difficult due to dense tree cover, multiple creek crossings and undulating terrain; therefore pedestrian
survey was required. This severely limited the extent to which the landscape could be surveyed,
therefore a decision was made to concentrate on areas identified in the predictive model as having
potential to contain archaeological sites, in order to obtain an effective archaeological sample of the
study area. Denser patches of scrub opened up to tracts of low spinifex country; thus ground surface
visibility in these areas was generally high. Aboriginal archaeological sites were identified at five of the
six transects surveyed in the vicinity of the Djilbari Hills and Central Mount Stuart, especially in close
proximity to prominent vantage points, potential stone resources and ephemeral watercourses. In
contrast, no artefacts were identified along an 8km transect of the Haul Road between the Microwave
tower and Tinfish Well (Figure 6.39-Figure 6.41). This flat, densely vegetated landscape with limited
water resources was likely used less frequently by Aboriginal people as a transport corridor and is less
likely to retain archaeological evidence for Aboriginal occupation.
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Figure 6.35 View west to Central Mount Stuart
along cleared track adjacent to fence line.

Figure 6.36 View west of the access track running
parallel to the Alice Springs to Darwin Railway, near
Adnera.

Figure 6.37 View west of the undulating sandplain
valley near Central Mount Stuart. Notice stone scree
littering the floor of the valley, bottom of image.

Figure 6.38 View northeast of densely treed flat
sandplain interspersed with ephemeral creeks, at the
foot of the Djilbari Hills.

Figure 6.39 View north to haul road on eastern side
of the Stuart Highway, taken from a vantage point at
the Microwave tower.

Figure 6.40 View southeast of flat sandplain to the
east of the highway, characterised by open tracts of
low spinifex and patches of dense scrub.
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Figure 6.41 View west along proposed route for Haul Road, 3.3km south of the Tinfish Well stockyards.

MP6 – Isolated Find
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 342838E, 7576572N
Landform: Flat/Creek bank
Site Size: n/a
Exposure: Open, deflated flat sparsely vegetated with low spinifex grass
Site Description:
Site MP6 is located at the base of an undulating valley between Central Mount Stuart and an
unnamed low stony rise (see Figure 6.42). The majority of the surrounding sandplain is covered by
low spinifex grass and mulga, as well as scree from the surrounding formations. This scree had
accumulated on the slopes and at the base of hills and on valley floors as a result of rock fall, limiting
ground surface visibility. The current proposed haul road route runs approximately 25m to the
northwest of site MP6, and, depending on the width of the Haul Road route, may indirectly impact
the site.
An isolated silcrete flake with a crushed platform and less than 25% cortex was found in a relatively
flat and well deflated clearing devoid of scree, on the southern bank of an ephemeral creek. No other
artefacts were observed in the site’s vicinity, however, and it is considered unlikely that the site has
potential to retain sub-surface in situ archaeological deposits.
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Figure 6.42 Detail of location of Aboriginal heritage site MP6.
Table 6.8 Site MP6 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Silcrete

Orange

Australian Museum Consulting

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
47 x 44 x 28

Artefact Type
Flake
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Figure 6.43 View east to Site MP6.

Figure 6.44 Silcrete flake, dorsal surface, site MP6.

MP7 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 347906E, 7575295N (centre point)
Landform: Flat/ River Bank
Site Size: 311m²
Exposure: Flat, open and well deflated bank of Hanson River
Site Description:
Site MP7 is located on the western bank of the Hanson River; 225m to the east of the Amadeus gas
pipeline and approximately 1.25km northeast of Bullocky Bore (see Figure 6.45). The area within the
river bank is flat, sparsely treed and partially covered with low spinifex grasses, such that ground
visibility was high (Figure 6.46-Figure 6.47). The site covers an area of approximately 311m, with
artefact concentrations located 71m northeast, 44m northwest and 71m southwest of the centre point.
The current proposed route for the Haul Road passes between 50-100m south of MP7, such that the
site is unlikely to be impacted during the works.
A total of 32 stone artefacts were recovered from the site, and were predominantly manufactured of
quartz, quartzite and silcrete (Table 6.9). While two silcrete and quartzite cores were found, the
majority of artefacts were flakes (Figure 6.48-Figure 6.51). This included six quartz scrapers, three
quartzite scrapers and a red/yellow quartz flake.
The seasonally dry western bank of the river is well deflated, such that finer sand and dirt is being
blown from the site. The eastern margin of the site is currently being impacted by erosion and
flooding from the adjacent river, which has resulted in the likely transportation, reworking and
deposition of alluvial material and some surface artefacts. These factors do not however, preclude the
presence of sub-surface in situ archaeological deposits, particularly where vegetation anchors the
surrounding sediment.
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Figure 6.45 Detail of the location of Aboriginal heritage sites MP7, MP8 and MP9.
Table 6.9 Site MP7 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartz
Quartzite

Crystal
Tan

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
11 x 11 x n/a
20 x 15 x n/a

Quartz
Quartz
Quartz

White
Crystal
Crystal

18 x 22 x n/a
26 x 15 x n/a
22 x 11 x n/a

Proximal Flake
Scraper
Scraper

Quartz
Quartz

Crystal
Crystal

19 x 14 x n/a
17 x 8 x n/a

Flake
End Scraper

Quartz
Quartz
Quartz

Crystal
Crystal
Crystal

15 x 16 x n/a
11 x 24 x n/a
11 x 13 x n/a

Scraper
Flake
Flaked Piece

Quartz
Quartz
Silcrete

Crystal
Crystal
Red/Yellow

26 x 15 x n/a
21 x 16 x n/a
26 x 24 x n/a

Flake
Scraper
Heat Treated Core
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Artefact Type
Medial Flake
Scraper
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Silcrete
Silcrete
Quartz

Tan
Tan
Crystal

13 x 15 x n/a
16 x 20 x n/a
19 x 9 x n/a

Scraper
Distal Flake
Flake

Quartz
Quartz

Crystal
Crystal

14 x 20 x n/a
14 x 22 x n/a

Distal Flake
Distal Flake

Quartz
Quartz
Quartz

Crystal
Crystal
Crystal

7 x 5 x n/a
35 x 14 x n/a
19 x 17 x n/a

Flake
Flake
Flake

Mudstone
Quartzite
Quartzite

Buff
Tan
Dark Grey

16 x 23 x n/a
22 x 27 x n/a
50 x 38 x n/a

Scraper
Flake
Core

Quartz
Quartz

Crystal
Crystal

10 x 15 x n/a
15 x 19 x n/a

Scraper
Scraper

Quartz
Quartz
Quartzite

Crystal
Crystal
Dark Grey

17 x 24 x n/a
19 x 24 x n/a
26 x 17 x 7

Flake
Flake
Scraper

Quartzite
Quartz
Quartz

Dark Grey
Red/Yellow
Crystal

17 x 27 x 5
21 x 10 x n/a
13 x 14 x n/a

Scraper
Flake
Flaked Piece

Figure 6.46 View southwest to MP7, western extent.

Figure 6.47 View northeast to MP7, eastern extent.

Figure 6.48 Site MP7 quartzite, quartz and silcrete
artefacts.

Figure 6.49 Site MP7 quartzite, quartz and silcrete
artefacts.
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Figure 6.50 Site MP7 quartzite, quartz and silcrete
artefacts.

Figure 6.51 Site MP7 quartzite, quartz and silcrete
artefacts.

MP8 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 348415E, 7575377N (centre point)
Landform: Upper Slope/Crest
Site Size: 373m²
Exposure: Sparsely vegetated, partially deflated open upper slope and crest of Hanson River
Site Description:
Site MP8 is located approximately 555m southeast of Site MP7, on the upper slopes and crest of the
eastern bank of the Hanson River in the vicinity of Bullocky Bore (see Figure 6.45). The area within
the eastern river bank is open, partially deflated and sparsely covered with low spinifex grasses, with
high ground visibility. The current proposed Haul Road route runs between 95-200m north of Site
MP8, and is not likely to impact on the area.
The site comprises a total of 13 stone artefacts, found on the upper slopes and crest of the eastern river
bank (Table 6.10). The site covers an area of approximately 373m, with the most dense artefact
concentration located 15m northeast of the centre point. Artefacts observed comprised quartz and
quartzite flakes and scrapers, as well as a sandstone hammer stone with visible pitting. Some deflation
of the upper slope and crest has occurred as a result of sparse cover, though this process is unlikely to
have significantly disturbed any subsurface in situ archaeological deposits. Surface artefacts from site
MP8 do not appear to be being impacted by cattle movement, though cattle were observed in the
vicinity of the western river bank during the archaeological survey.
Table 6.10 Site MP8 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartzite
Quartz

Tan/Grey
Crystal

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
49 x 42 x n/a
13 x 21 x n/a

Sandstone
Quartz
Quartz

Brown
White
White

118 x 95 x 62
16 x 15 x n/a
15 x 24 x n/a

Hammer stone
Scraper
Flake

Quartzite
Quartz
Quartz

Tan/Grey
Orange
White

20 x 31 x n/a
24 x 19 x n/a
30 x 22 x n/a

Flake
Distal Flake
Flake

Quartz
Quartz

Pink
White

32 x 19 x n/a
25 x 13 x n/a

End Scraper
Flake

Quartz
Quartz
Quartz

White
Crystal
Crystal

21 x 14 x n/a
10 x 20 x n/a
15 x 17 x 3

Distal Flake
Flaked Piece
Scraper
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Figure 6.52 View north to site MP8, from the
crest of the eastern bank of the Hanson River.

Figure 6.53 View west to site MP8, along the crest
and upper slopes of the eastern bank of the
Hanson
River.

Figure 6.54 Site MP8 artefacts, comprising quartz
and quartzite flakes.

Figure 6.55 Sandstone hammer stone identified at
Site MP8.

Figure 6.56 Site MP8 artefact.

Figure 6.57 Site MP8 quartz flake artefact.

MP9 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 347988E, 7575373N
Landform: Flat/ River Bank
Site Size: 200m²
Exposure: Flat open sandplain devoid of ground cover
Site Description:
Site MP9 is located on the western bank of the Hanson River, approximately 115m northeast of the
centre point for artefact scatter site MP7, and 520m northwest of the centre point for site MP8 (see
Figure 6.45). Site MP9 is located approximately 50m from the river bank, in a large, 20x10m eroded
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flat open clearing with high ground surface visibility (Figure 6.58). The current proposed Haul Road
route runs 160m to the south of site MP9, and is unlikely to directly impact on the area.
A total of 18 mudstone, quartzite, quartz and silcrete artefacts were identified within the eroded area
(Table 6.11). Artefacts were predominantly mudstone and quartzite, with smaller proportions of
quartz and silcrete (Figure 6.59). The majority of the artefacts observed were flakes and scrapers,
which included two mudstone thumbnail scrapers. Artefacts were recovered from a small triangular
sample area 14x6x8m in size, in the south-eastern corner of the open clearing, though it is likely that
the entire clearing contains Aboriginal artefacts.
The site is currently being impacted by both wind and water erosion as a result of its flat, open nature.
These aeolian and alluvial processes have both deposited and eroded fine sands to varying degrees
across the site, and are likely to have both exposed and buried artefacts. It is likely that subsurface in
situ archaeological deposits may be present at the site.
Table 6.11 Site MP9 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartz
Mudstone
Mudstone

Crystal
Orange
Buff

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
13 x 19 x n/a
19 x 27 x n/a
23 x 21 x n/a

Quartzite
Quartzite

Tan
Tan

18 x 11 x n/a
23 x 9 x n/a

Flaked Piece
Flaked Piece

Quartz
Mudstone
Quartzite

Crystal
Buff
Tan

17 x 12 x n/a
15 x 11 x n/a
23 x 16 x n/a

Flake
Thumbnail Scraper
Scraper

Quartz
Mudstone
Mudstone

Crystal
Buff
Buff

27 x 16 x n/a
11 x 11 x n/a
12 x 18 x n/a

Flake
Thumbnail Scraper
Distal Flake

Quartz
Silcrete

White
Tan

22 x 14 x n/a
16 x 19 x n/a

Flake
Proximal Flake

Quartzite
Quartz
Quartz

Light Grey
Crystal
Crystal

14 x 16 x n/a
23 x 20 x n/a
17 x 19 x n/a

Scraper
Proximal Flake
Flake

Mudstone
Mudstone

Buff
Buff

14 x 14 x n/a
18 x 25 x n/a

Flaked Piece
Flake

Figure 6.58 View north to site MP9, from western
bank of the Hanson River.
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Figure 6.59 Mudstone, quartzite, quarts and
silcrete artefacts sampled from site MP9.
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MP10 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 340146E, 7582138N* (centre point)
Landform: Lower Slope/Creek Bank
Site Size: 43m²
Exposure: Open, sparsely vegetated lower slope of southern bank of an unnamed creek
Site Description:
Site MP10 is located approximately 55m north of an unsealed access track between Mount Browne
and Djilbari Hills, and 1km southwest of Ginger’s Waterhole (see Figure 6.60). The site is located on
the lower slopes of the southern bank of an unnamed creek, at the foot of Central Mount Stuart. The
area within the creek line is sparsely vegetated by low spinifex grass and small low shrubs, with high
ground surface visibility (Figure 6.61). The current proposed Haul Road route runs approximately
25m to the east of site MP10, and, depending on the width of the road, may impact the site.
The site comprises a total of 25 stone artefacts on the lower slope of the creek bank (Table 6.12). The
majority of artefacts were manufactured from mudstone, quartzite, silcrete and chert; one small quartz
flake was recovered. Artefact types included a bidirectional chert core with parallel flake scars and
flaked platforms, a large chert flake with 25% cortex, one silcrete and one chert chopper or axe, one
mudstone blade, a mudstone backed blade and a mudstone bladelet, and a mudstone scraper (Figure
6.62-Figure 6.65).
Some deflation of the lower slope of the creek bank has occurred as a result of sparse cover, though
this process is unlikely to have significantly disturbed any subsurface in situ archaeological deposits.
The site retains the potential for subsurface in situ archaeological deposits, particularly where
vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment.
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Figure 6.60 Detail of the location of Aboriginal heritage sites MP10, MP11 and MP12.
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Table 6.12 Site MP10 artefact details.

Chert

Dark Grey

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
61 x 48 x n/a

Quartzite
Mudstone
Quartzite

Tan
Buff
Light Grey

30 x 42 x n/a
30 x 37 x n/a
36 x 23 x n/a

Scraper
Scraper
Flake

Quartz
Quartzite
Mudstone

White
Light Grey
Buff

35 x 17 x n/a
32 x 32 x n/a
26 x 20 x n/a

Flake
Flake
Core

Mudstone
Chert

Buff
Dark Grey

17 x 16 x n/a
45 x 51 x 29

Flake
Core

Silcrete
Silcrete
Silcrete

Dark Grey
Tan
Tan

53 x 24 x n/a
30 x 35 x n/a
43 x 50 x n/a

Chopper/ Axe
Core
Core

Chert
Chert
Mudstone

Dark Grey
Dark Grey
Buff

42 x 30 x n/a
80 x 43 x n/a
19 x 10 x n/a

Flake
Chopper/ Axe
Flaked Piece

Mudstone
Chert

Buff
Dark Grey

34 x 13 x n/a
20 x 15 x n/a

Blade
Medial Flake

Quartzite
Quartzite
Mudstone

Brown
Dark Grey
Buff

23 x 13 x n/a
18 x 30x n/a
19 x 11 x n/a

Distal Flake
Proximal Flake
Bladelet

Mudstone
Mudstone
Mudstone

Tan
Buff
Buff

9 x 8 x n/a
23 x 13 x n/a
37 x 15 x n/a

Flake
Proximal Flake
Backed Blade

Quartzite
Mudstone

Dark Grey
Buff

38 x 24 x n/a
15 x 22 x n/a

Flake
Scraper

Material

Colour

Artefact Type
Flake

Figure 6.61 View northwest to MP10 from access track, on lower slope of unnamed creek bank.
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Figure 6.62 Site MP10 bidirectional chert core.

Figure 6.64 Site MP10
choppers/axes and flakes.

silcrete

and

Figure 6.63 Site MP10 chert, silcrete and quartz
flakes.

chert
Figure 6.65 Site MP10 mudstone and chert flakes,
blades, bladelet and scraper.

MP11 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 340060E, 7582359N
Landform: Flat
Site Size: n/a
Exposure: Open flat sparsely vegetated with low spinifex grass
Site Description:
Site MP11 is located 240m northwest of site MP10 and more than 200m north of the banks of an
unnamed ephemeral creek, in the vicinity of Ginger’s Waterhole (see Figure 6.60). The site is located
in an open and level plain with sparse tree cover, and has high ground surface visibility (Figure 6.66).
The area has distant views to the creek to the south and to Mount Judith to the west. The site is
located 78m west of the current proposed Haul Road alignment, and is therefore unlikely to be
impacted.
Three stone artefacts were recovered from the site (Table 6.13). These included a quartzite scraper
with unifacial retouch, a quartz thumbnail scraper and a chalcedony core (Figure 6.67). No visible
erosional or animal disturbance was observed across the site.
Some deflation of the sandplain has occurred as a result of sparse cover, though this process is unlikely
to have significantly disturbed any subsurface in situ archaeological deposits, particularly where
vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment.
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Table 6.13 Site MP11 artefact details.

Quartzite

Buff

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
20 x 12 x n/a

Quartz
Chalcedony

Crystal
White

10 x 10 x n/a
22 x 18 x n/a

Material

Colour

Figure 6.66 View west of site MP11, Mount Judith
in background.

Artefact Type
Scraper
Thumbnail Scraper
Core

Figure 6.67 Site MP11 quartzite, quartz and
chalcedony artefacts.

MP12 – Isolated Artefact
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 339892E, 7582673N
Landform: Flat
Site Size: n/a
Exposure: Open flat sparsely vegetated with low spinifex grass
Site Description:
Site MP12 is located 355m northwest of site MP11 and 545m northwest of the banks of the
ephemeral creek, in the vicinity of Ginger’s Waterhole (see Figure 6.60). Like MP11, site MP12 is
located in a large open, level plain with sparse tree cover, and has high ground surface visibility (Figure
6.68-Figure 6.69). The area has distant views to the ephemeral creek to the south and to Mount
Judith to the west. The site is located 213m west of the current proposed Haul Road alignment, and is
therefore unlikely to be impacted.
The site comprises one isolated mudstone artefact. The artefact is a flake/core with less than 25%
cortex, negative flake scars and bifacial retouch along its distal end (Figure 6.70-Figure 6.71). No
other artefacts were identified within an area of 40 square metres.
Some deflation of the sandplain has occurred as a result of sparse cover, though this process is unlikely
to have significantly disturbed any subsurface in situ archaeological deposits, particularly where
vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment. The likelihood of substantial subsurface in situ
archaeological deposits at this site is low.
Table 6.14 Site MP12 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Mudstone

Buff
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Figure 6.68 View west to site MP12, in an open,
cleared flat plain.

Figure 6.70 Dorsal surface of mudstone flake/core
with bifacial retouch and negative flake scars at
site MP12.

Figure 6.69 View north to site MP12.

Figure 6.71 Ventral surface of mudstone
flake/core with bifacial retouch and negative flake
scars at site MP12.

MP13 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 336250E, 7593385N (centre point)
Landform: Lower Slope/Creek Bank
Site Size: 805m²
Exposure: Open, sparsely vegetated and well deflated lower slope of bank of an unnamed creek
Site Description:
Site MP13 is located approximately 5km west of the dirt access track in the vicinity of Mistake Bore
(see Figure 6.72). The site is situated within a large, open and sparsely vegetated area on the well
deflated lower slopes of the northern bank of an unnamed creek, at the foot of the Djilbari Hills
(Figure 6.73-Figure 6.74). Site MP13 straddles the Haul Road in the vicinity of Access Road Point 8,
extending 90m southwest and 360m northeast of the Haul Road centre line. The site would be
impacted by the construction of the Haul Road at its current alignment.
Site MP13 comprises a total of 9 stone artefacts, found on the lower slopes of the creek bank (Table
6.15). The site extends for approximately 240m along the northern creek bank. Artefacts observed
comprised both flakes and cores and were manufactured of quartzite, chert, chalcedony and quartz
(Figure 6.75-Figure 6.78).
The site is being impacted by deflation, such that finer sand and dirt is being blown from the site.
This does not however, preclude the presence of sub-surface in situ archaeological deposits, particularly
where vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment.
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Figure 6.72 Detail of the location of Aboriginal heritage sites MP13, MP14 and MP15.
Table 6.15 Site MP13 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartzite
Chalcedony

Grey
White

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
13 x 12 x 2
19 x 10 x n/a

Chert
Quartz
Chert

Dark Grey
Grey
Dark Grey

12 x 14 x n/a
22 x 18 x n/a
78 x 65 x n/a

Distal Flake
Flake
Core

Quartzite
Quartzite

Grey
Grey

31 x 20 x n/a
28 x 32 x n/a

Flake
Core

Quartzite
Quartzite

Grey
Grey

22x 18 x n/a
25 x 24 x n/a

Distal Flake
Flake
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Figure 6.73 View northeast of site MP13, on well
deflated, lower slope of an ephemeral creek bank.

Figure 6.74 View south of site MP13, on well
deflated, lower slope of an ephemeral creek bank.

Figure 6.75 Chert core at site MP13.

Figure 6.76 Quartzite flakes and core at site
MP13.

Figure 6.77 Chert and quartz flakes at site MP13.

Figure 6.78 Chalcedony flake at site MP13

MP14 – Artefact Scatter
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 336302E, 7593373N (centre point)
Landform: Lower Slope/Creek Bank
Site Size: 272m²
Exposure: Open, sparsely vegetated and well deflated lower slope of bank of an unnamed creek
Site Description:
Site MP14 is located approximately 5km west of the dirt access track in the vicinity of Mistake Bore,
and 53m southeast of site MP13 (see Figure 6.72). The site is situated within a large, open and
sparsely vegetated area on the well deflated lower slopes of the southern bank of an unnamed creek, at
the foot of the Djilbari Hills (Figure 6.79-Figure 6.80). Artefacts were identified between 6m and
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140m northeast of the Haul Road centre line, though the site is likely to extend further upstream of
the creek in unsurveyed areas. It is considered likely that the site would be impacted by the
construction of the Haul Road at its current alignment.
The site comprises a total of 10 stone artefacts situated on the lower slopes of the creek bank (Table
6.16). This included three chalcedony scrapers and a chalcedony flake, three quartzite flakes, a quartz
scraper and flake and a mudstone flake (Figure 6.81-Figure 6.82).
The site is being impacted by erosion as fine sand and dirt is being blown from the site. This does not
however, preclude the presence of sub-surface in situ archaeological deposits, particularly where
vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment.
Table 6.16 Site MP14 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartz
Quartzite

Crystal
Grey

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
14 x 18 x n/a
42 x 23 x n/a

Chalcedony
Quartzite
Quartz

Light Grey
Grey
White

23 x 18 x n/a
32 x 18 x n/a
14 x 19 x n/a

End Scraper
Flake
Proximal Flake

Chalcedony
Mudstone

White
Grey

20 x 17 x n/a
24 x 24 x n/a

Scraper
Flake

Quartzite
Chalcedony
Chalcedony

Grey
White
White

19 x 22 x n/a
18 x 15 x n/a
9 x 17 x n/a

Flaked Piece
Flake
Scraper

Artefact Type
Scraper
Flake

Figure 6.79 Western extent of MP14, on lower
slopes of an unnamed creek. View to east.

Figure 6.80 Eastern extent of MP14, on lower slopes
of an unnamed creek. View to west.

Figure 6.81 Site MP14 chalcedony, quartzite, quartz
and mudstone flake artefacts.

Figure 6.82 Site MP14 chalcedony, quartzite, quartz
and mudstone flake artefacts.
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MP15 – Isolated Find
Location: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 53; 336067E, 7595622N
Landform: Flat/Creek Bank
Site Size: n/a
Exposure: Flat, relatively open clearing on bank of an unnamed creek
Site Description:
Site MP15 is located approximately 2.25km north of site MP13 and 3.8km west of the dirt access
track near Mistake Bore (see Figure 6.72). The site is situated within a flat and relatively open area on
the northern bank of an unnamed creek, at the foot of the Djilbari Hills (Figure 6.83). The ground
surface within the creek bank is partially obscured by low spinifex grass and small shrubs. The site is
located 745m east of the current proposed Haul Road centre alignment, and is therefore unlikely to be
impacted.
One isolated quartz stone artefact was identified on the slightly elevated northern bank of the creek, in
an area of exposed sand (Table 6.17-Figure 6.84). Whilst some deflation was observed on the northern
bank, deposited alluvium was noted along the slightly lower southern bank. This alluvium comprised
large sand grains and roughly sorted small (<3mm) pebbles, and was likely deposited from upriver
during a period of inundation.
Table 6.17 Site MP15 artefact details.
Material

Colour

Quartz

White

Maximum Dimensions
[length x width x thickness]
(mm)
20 x 13 x n/a

Figure 6.83 View southwest to MP15 in relatively
open flat above northern bank of an unnamed creek.

6.2.3

Artefact Type
Flake

Figure 6.84 MP15 quartz flake.

Mine Site

No stone artefacts or evidence for Aboriginal occupation of the mine site area was observed during the
archaeological survey of the Mine Site.
The mine pit area is a flat, open landform characterised by clusters of dense tall shrubs and patches of
exposed soil and low spinifex grass. The mine pit area was found to have been disturbed by previous
resource exploration activities, which included the clearing of multiple sites for the collection of
borehole samples as well as the clearing and grating of access roads throughout the area (Figure 6.85Figure 6.86). Ground surface visibility was generally low due to extensive grass cover, though
exposures with high visibility were present along access tracks and amongst dispersed grass.
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Figure 6.85 View northwest towards clearing and
access track for borehole sample site; mine pit area.

Figure 6.86 View east towards cleared and partially
graded access road between borehole sample
locations, mine pit area.

A 300m transect of the northern edge of the proposed mine pit was surveyed by foot, focusing on an
area of flat open ground with distant views to Murray Creek and an unnamed stony rise to the east of
the camp site (Figure 6.87). Natural outcroppings of stone comprising cherts, mudstones, quartzites
and shales was noted during the survey, though no evidence for quarrying or cultural artefacts was
observed (Figure 6.88). The remainder of the mine pit area was surveyed by vehicle along established
access tracks, and particular attention was given to identifying stone outcrops and possible artefact
material. No such evidence was found.

Figure 6.87 View east towards unnamed stony rise
beyond Murray Creek, mine pit area.

Figure 6.88 View northeast of natural stone outcrop,
northern extent of mine pit area.

A 255m transect of the south western corner of the mine site was traversed by foot, originating from
the access track along the fence line approximately 1.05km from the western edge of the mine site
area. The western portion of the mine site area is characterised by dense tall shrubs and patches of
exposed soil and low spinifex grass (Figure 6.89). Patches of exposed soil were visible throughout the
area surveyed and, while outcrops of quartz and mudstone were observed, no evidence for quarrying or
Aboriginal cultural artefacts was identified. A 5km transect of the central portion of the mine site,
passing through the proposed processing plant and waste dump areas, was also traversed by foot
(Figure 6.90-Figure 6.92). The central portion, like the eastern and western portions, is defined as a
open, flat expanse characterised by dense clusters of tall shrubs and patches of exposed sandy soil and
low to medium spinifex tufts. A few quartz stone pieces were identified but were visibly natural; no
Aboriginal cultural artefacts or evidence for Aboriginal occupation were observed at any of the
proposed processing or waste sites.
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Figure 6.89 View north to tract of dense tall shrubs
from patch of exposed soil and low grass tufts, south
western corner of mine site.

Figure 6.90 View northwest of processing plant area,
characterised by dense tall shrubs and low grasses.

Figure 6.91 View north of waste dump 1 area.

Figure 6.92 View east of waste dump 2 area.

The mine site area, with its flat, featureless and densely vegetated landscape, and lack of water and
stone resources, would likely have been an unattractive area for Aboriginal occupation. The mine site
area is unlikely to retain evidence of Aboriginal cultural occupation.
6.2.4

Camp Site

No evidence for Aboriginal stone artefacts or Aboriginal occupation of the camp site area was observed
during the archaeological survey.
The proposed campsite is located in the eastern portion of the camp site area, in a flat, open sandplain
sparsely vegetated by small shrubs and dispersed, low spinifex grass. A 140,000m² area encompassing
the proposed campsite has been cleared of its native vegetation, such that ground surface visibility was
high. Here, patches of exposed soil were observed amongst dispersed low grasses, and along a
southeast-northwest aligned dirt access track. Natural outcrops of stone comprising cherts, mudstones,
ironstones and shales were noted throughout the campsite area, though no evidence for quarrying or
cultural artefacts was observed.
A 450m transect of the eastern portion of the camp site area was undertaken by foot, in the vicinity of
an ephemeral drainage channel located 30m northwest of the campsite. Particular attention was paid
to areas of exposed ground on the flat ground above the channel though no evidence for Aboriginal
occupation was observed. The ground surface here was largely devoid of stone material.
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Figure 6.93 View south to stone outcrop, campsite
area.

Figure 6.94 View north to ephemeral drainage
channel, camp site area.

Two pedestrian transects were surveyed in the western portion of the camp site area, passing through
the current proposed airstrip site. A 1.4km transect was surveyed though the northern half of the
airstrip, while a 280m transect was surveyed through the southern section. In contrast to the eastern
portion, the western portion of the camp site area retains its natural vegetation. The landscape is
characterised by long tracts of dense, tall shrubs and trees, overgrown with long tall grasses. Ground
surface visibility was somewhat impeded by the overgrown grass, though small exposures were found
amongst grass tufts and in small clearings. While some small, natural pebbles were observed no
evidence for Aboriginal stone artefacts or Aboriginal occupation was found.

Figure 6.95 View south towards airstrip, northern
extent.

Figure 6.96 View north towards airstrip, southern
extent.

The flat, featureless and densely vegetated nature of the camp site area, coupled with its absence of
water resources, would have been an unattractive area for Aboriginal occupation. The camp site area is
unlikely to retain evidence of Aboriginal cultural occupation.
6.2.5

Rail Siding/Load-Out Facility

No stone artefacts or evidence for Aboriginal occupation of the Rail Siding and Load-Out facility areas
was observed during the archaeological survey.
The Rail Siding and Load-Out Facility is a flat plain located in the valley bottom between two
mountain ranges; Mount Tops to the north and Mount Octy to the south. A 3km transect along the
length of the proposed siding facility was surveyed by foot. The landscape is dominated by large open
patches of low spinifex grass, and is interspersed with clusters of small shrubs and thin, low trees.
Ground surface visibility across the proposed rail siding and loading site was high; large patches of
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exposed soil are visible. Large concentrations of naturally worn quartz and quartzite nodules and
pebbles, ranging in size from 1-10cm, were identified across the area; within open clearings largely
devoid of ground cover. No major creeks or drainage channels were found across the rail siding site,
and the area is unlikely to have been an attractive area for Aboriginal occupation.

Figure 6.97 View northeast to rail siding site.

Figure 6.98 View south to proposed rail siding site,
showing large concentration of quartz and quartzite
nodules.

6.3 Summary
No historic heritage structures, places or archaeological sites of known or potential significance were
identified within the pipeline and haul road corridors nor the mine, camp or rail siding sites, or their
immediate vicinity, during the field survey.
Sixteen new Aboriginal heritage sites were identified within the Mount Peake Project study area
during archaeological survey. The majority of these sites were stone tool artefact scatters or isolated
stone artefacts found within 200m of watercourses. Nine sites were identified on the lower slopes and
banks of the Hanson River (MP1-MP5, MP7-MP9), one isolated artefact was found on the bank of
Murray Creek (MP16), and five sites were recorded on the banks of ephemeral watercourses at the
foot of Djilbari Hills and Central Mount Stuart (MP6, MP10, MP13-MP15). Two isolated artefact
sites were recorded on open, flat plains more than 200m from the nearest watercourse (MP11-MP12);
though these sites are likely reflective of more fleeting occupation of the area and may represent oneoff discard events by people travelling though the Djilbari Hills/Central Mount Stuart countryside.
The predominant raw material employed across the study area was quartzite, quartz, and mudstone,
with less frequent use of silcrete, chert and chalcedony. Flakes and scrapers made up a large portion of
the assemblages identified, though cores as well as backed blades, retouched flakes and choppers/axes
were observed.
The presence of these sites corresponds with the results of previous research in the wider region and
the predictive model for the study area developed in Section 5.2.1, and may represent evidence of
Aboriginal camping and utilisation of the resources associated with these watercourses. The majority
of identified Aboriginal heritage sites were exposed in relatively open, partially deflated contexts in
close proximity to both ephemeral and significant watercourse. Wind erosion appears to be impacting
a number of sites along the Hanson River, though this does not preclude the presence of sub-surface in
situ archaeological deposits, particularly where vegetation anchors the surrounding sediment. On the
basis of the archaeological survey, it is considered that relatively flat, open land in the vicinity of
ephemeral and major watercourses, and significant landscape features, retain the potential for
subsurface in situ archaeological deposits (Figure 6.99).
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In contrast, no Aboriginal archaeological sites or evidence for Aboriginal occupation was observed in
landscapes that lacked adequate water and stone resources and comprised featureless, densely vegetated
sandplain country. This included the mine, camp and rail siding sites. These areas were either less
frequently occupied or utilised as transitory landscapes; and are less likely to preserve archaeological
evidence for Aboriginal occupation.
6.3.1

Aboriginal Archaeological Potential

Results of the archaeological field survey have been used to inform an estimate of archaeological
potential for landforms within the study area. This estimation considers both the predictive model for
Aboriginal heritage and Aboriginal sites identified during the survey. For the purposes of this
assessment, archaeological potential is described as the potential for selected landforms and areas to
contain undetected buried archaeological deposits.
Given the predictive model for Aboriginal sites, the relatively undisturbed nature of the study area,
landforms present, and the results of the archaeological survey, the following conclusions can be made
regarding the Aboriginal archaeological potential of the study area:
• Creek and river banks within the study area have a high potential for surface Aboriginal stone
artefact sites to be present, and may retain undisturbed in situ archaeological deposits;
• Flat, open plains in the vicinity of watercourses, major landscape features such as large hills
and stone resources have moderate to high potential for Aboriginal stone artefact sites to be
present, and may retain undisturbed in situ archaeological deposits;
• Flat, featureless and densely vegetated plains of a considerable distance from watercourses,
significant landscape features and stone resources have low potential to contain Aboriginal
archaeological sites.
Areas of archaeological sensitivity in the vicinity of the study area with potential to contain Aboriginal
archaeological sites in association with watercourses and major landscape features are mapped in
Figure 6.99.
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Figure 6.99 Areas of Archaeological Sensitivity associated with watercourses and significant landforms.
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7 Assessment of Heritage Significance
A primary step in the process of Aboriginal cultural heritage management is the assessment of
significance, which involves assessing the heritage values present across the subject area and identifying
why they are archaeologically and culturally important. ‘Heritage value’ is a term used to express the
tangible and intangible values of an item, place or archaeological site, and the response that it evokes
in the community. Archaeological significance relating to Aboriginal sites, objects and places in the
NT is assessed in accordance with best practice processes as set out in the Burra Charter, and cultural
significance is identified by Aboriginal communities. The Burra Charter criteria encompass aesthetic,
historic, scientific, social or spiritual value, for assessing cultural significance for past, present and
future generations (Article 1.2).
Not all sites are equally significant and not all are worthy of equal consideration and management.
The significance of a site is not fixed for all time; what is considered as significant at the time of
assessment may change as similar items are located, more research is undertaken and community
values change. This does not lessen the value of the heritage approach, but enriches both the process
and the long-term outcomes for future generations as the nature of what is conserved and why, may
change over time (Pearson and Sullivan 1995:7).

7.1 Assessment against Criteria of Aboriginal Heritage Significance
This assessment is informed by the results of the environmental and Aboriginal heritage context, the
predictive model for Aboriginal sites in the region, and the results of the Aboriginal archaeological
survey, and is structured according to the areas to be impacted during the works.
The NT Heritage Branch has identified eight heritage assessment criteria, designed to assess and
identify the heritage significance of Aboriginal sites, objects and places in the NT, which are consistent
with the Burra Charter guidelines for the assessment of significance. For the purposes of this
assessment, Aboriginal heritage sites are considered to have heritage significance if they meet one or
more of the following criteria, as defined in the Heritage Act 2011.
7.1.1

Pipeline

Criterion a) whether it is important to the course, or pattern, of the Territory's cultural or natural
history – Historic value
Collectively, Aboriginal artefact scatters MP1-MP5 and isolated artefact MP16 provide evidence for
the manufacture and use of stone tools, as well as the use of the Hanson River and Murray Creek
landscapes, by local Anamtyerre people. Though there is no conclusive evidence directly linking these
sites to important historically recorded events, they are reflective of the broader historical use of the
local area. Artefact scatters MP1-MP5 and isolated find MP16 do not meet the threshold for inclusion
for this criterion.
Criterion b) whether it possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of the Territory's cultural
or natural history – Rarity value
It is not possible to accurately assess the rarity value of scatters MP1-MP5 and isolated find MP16 on
the basis of the current assessment, given that only a representative sample of the area’s landforms were
surveyed. However, additional sites are likely to be identified through further survey, which in turn
may suggest that sites MP1-MP5 and MP16 are representative of similar sites in the local area and the
region, and as such they do not meet the threshold for inclusion for this criterion.
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Criterion c) whether it has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding
of the Territory's cultural or natural history – Scientific value and Research Potential
To date, limited cultural heritage information exists relating to the Aboriginal people of the
Anmatyerre region outside of oral history. Aboriginal archaeological sites, including both stone artefact
scatters and isolated finds, therefore represent tangible evidence of past Aboriginal occupation. They
have the potential to yield information that contributes to an understanding of local campsite
locations and of raw material procurement, stone tool use and manufacturing processes. Based on the
relative dearth of Aboriginal site in the local area, all of the identified Aboriginal sites during the
archaeological survey hold scientific value and research potential.
Stone artefact scatters MP1 and MP3 comprise a moderate density of stone artefacts, and have the
potential to retain intact subsurface archaeological deposits. They have the potential to contribute
evidence of stone tool manufacturing processes and the use of the Hanson River as a camp site by local
Aboriginal people. When compared to other identified sites in the local area, sites MP1 and MP3 are
considered to have moderate (local) scientific and archaeological value, and moderate archaeological
research potential, and meet the threshold for inclusion for this criterion.
Sites MP2, MP4-MP5 and MP16 have limited potential to contribute evidence of stone tool
manufacturing processes and occupational patterns, and are not indicative of complex archaeological
deposits. Site MP2 and MP4 are identified as low density scatters in partially disturbed contexts.
These sites are likely to represent incidental, background Aboriginal activity in the area, and have
limited potential as a teaching site for educating the public about the Aboriginal past. When compared
to other identified sites in the local area sites MP2, MP4-MP5 and MP16 have low (local) scientific
and archaeological value, and low archaeological research potential; however, given the limited
archaeological understanding of the region, the sites do meet the threshold for inclusion for this
criterion.
Criterion d) whether it is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of
cultural or natural places or environments – Representative value
It is not possible to accurately assess the representative value of scatters MP1-MP5 and isolated find
MP16 on the basis of the current assessment, given that only a sample of the area’s landforms were
surveyed. Stone artefact scatter sites MP1 and MP3 are tentatively considered to be representative of
other artefact scatter sites in the local area, comprising primarily quartz and quartzite flakes, retouched
flakes, scrapers and cores. Sites MP2, MP4-MP5 and MP16 are considered to represent incidental,
background Aboriginal activity in the local area. All identified sites represent a continuity of use of
water resources across the study area, and are considered to be representative of the local archaeology,
and therefore meet the threshold for inclusion for this criterion.
Criterion e) whether it is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics
Criterion f) whether it is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical
achievement during a particular period – Aesthetic and Technical/Creative value
Stone artefact scatters MP1 and MP3 contain artefacts of some aesthetic and technical value, including
a symmetrical leaf-shaped retouched crystal quartz flake, a quartzite bladelet and a quartz thumbnail
scraper. Sites MP1 and MP3 have low (local) aesthetic and technical value.
Artefact scatters MP2 and MP4-MP5 and isolated find MP16 mainly unretouched flakes, cores and
angular fragments, and are not aesthetically or technically distinctive. These sites do not meet the
aesthetic and technical value criterion.
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Criterion g) whether it has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons, including the significance of a place to
Aboriginal people as part of their continuing and developing cultural traditions –
Social, Cultural and Spiritual Value
This criterion concerns the value of the subject area to a particular community group – in this case the
local Aboriginal community. Aspects of social value include social, cultural and spiritual associations,
and are relevant to sites, items and landscapes that are important, or have become important, to the
local Aboriginal community. This importance concerns traditional links with specific areas as well as
an overall concern by Aboriginal people for sites and landscapes generally and their continued
protection. Aboriginal cultural assessments can only be made by the Aboriginal community, and have
not been undertaken for the purposes of this report.
It should be noted, however, that sites MP1 and MP3 are representative of past activity by local
Aboriginal people. Though no Aboriginal community consultation could be undertaken for this
assessment it is acknowledged that Central Mount Stuart and Djilbari Hills and the Hanson River are
significant Aboriginal landscape features, and hold significance for local Aboriginal people. These sites,
particularly those located in close proximity to significant landscape features, watercourses and natural
resources have potential to retain cultural significance, a sense of place, and heritage value for local
Aboriginal people.
In the absence of local Aboriginal community participation in the field survey, this criterion cannot be
assessed at this time.
Criterion h) whether it has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of
persons, of importance in the Territory's history – Associative value
There are no identified associations between sites MP1-MP5 and MP16 and the life or works of
persons or people of importance in the Territory’s history outside of the sites’ association with the
local Anmatyerre people. As such, the sites do not meet the threshold for inclusion for this criterion.
7.1.2

Haul Road

Criterion a) whether it is important to the course, or pattern, of the Territory's cultural or natural
history – Historic value
Aboriginal artefact scatters MP7-MP11 and MP13-MP14 provide evidence for the manufacture and
use of stone tools and grinding implements, as well as the use of the Hanson River and minor
creeklines at the foot of the Djilbari Hills and Central Mount Stuart, by local Aboriginal people.
Though there is no conclusive evidence directly linking these sites to important historical events, they
are reflective of the broader historical use of the local area. Artefact scatters MP7-MP11 and MP13MP14 meet the threshold for inclusion for this criterion.
Criterion b) whether it possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of the Territory's cultural
or natural history – Rarity value
It is not possible to accurately assess the rarity value of scatters MP7-MP10 and MP13-MP14 and
isolated finds MP6, MP12 and MP15 on the basis of the current assessment, given that only a
representative sample of the area’s landforms were surveyed. Additional sites may be identified through
further survey, which in turn may suggest that the sites are representative of similar sites in the local
area and the region.
However, artefact scatter site MP10 contains silcrete and chert choppers, blades and backed blades and
bladelets - all artefact types which appear to be relatively uncommon in the local area. Isolated find
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MP12 comprises a symmetrical mudstone flake with bifacial retouch and negative bladelet flake scars
on its ventral surface, suggesting it was also used as a core. Artefact scatter site MP11 and isolated
artefact MP12 are both located on open, flat sandplains more than 200m from the closest watercourse
and with distant views to significant landscape features.
On the basis of the current evidence, sites MP10, MP11 and MP12 appear to be archaeologically rare
and meet the threshold for inclusion for this criterion.
Criterion c) whether it has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding
of the Territory's cultural or natural history – Scientific value and Research Potential
Artefact scatter sites MP7, MP8, MP9 and MP10 comprise a high density of in situ stone artefacts,
and have potential to retain intact subsurface archaeological deposits. Artefact scatters MP7, MP8 and
MP9 have the potential to contribute evidence of stone tool manufacturing processes and the use of
the Hanson River as a camp site for Aboriginal people. Scatter MP10 is also considered a site that
yields information relating to stone tool manufacturing processes, and the use of ephemeral creeklines
in close proximity to significant landscape features as campsites by local Aboriginal people. These sites
are likely indicative of complex archaeological deposits in the local area, and, when compared to other
identified sites in the local area, have high (local) scientific (archaeological) value and research
potential.
Artefact scatter sites MP11, MP13 and MP14 feature artefacts that have been manufactured from
chalcedony, a raw material not available in the local area and likely acquired by travelling into
neighbouring territories or through trade. Sites MP13 and MP14 comprise a moderate density of in
situ stone artefacts, and have some potential to retain intact subsurface archaeological deposits. Sites
MP13 and MP14 have the potential to yield information about raw material procurement and trade as
well as some evidence for stone tool manufacture and Aboriginal occupation. Sites MP13 and MP14
are likely indicative of complex archaeological deposits in the local area, and, when compared to other
identified sites in the local area, have moderate (local) scientific (archaeological) value, and meet the
threshold for inclusion for this criterion.
Sites MP6, MP11, MP12 and MP15 have limited potential to contribute evidence of stone tool
manufacturing processes and occupational patterns, and are not likely indicative of complex
archaeological deposits. These sites are likely to represent incidental, background Aboriginal activity in
the area, and, when compared to other identified sites in the region, are considered to have low (local)
scientific and archaeological value and research potential, and do not meet the threshold for inclusion
for this criterion.
Criterion d) whether it is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of
cultural or natural places or environments – Representative value
It is not possible to accurately assess the representative value of artefact scatters MP7-MP10 and
MP13-MP14 and isolated finds MP6, MP12 and MP15 on the basis of the current assessment, given
that only a sample of the area’s landforms were surveyed.
Stone artefact scatter sites MP7-MP11 and MP13-MP14 are tentatively considered to be
representative of other artefact scatter sites in the local region, are located in close proximity to
watercourses and comprise quartz, quartzite and mudstone flakes, retouched flakes, scrapers and cores.
Sites MP6, MP12 and MP15 are likely to represent such incidental, background Aboriginal activity in
the region. All identified sites represent a continuity of use of water resources across the study area, are
considered to be representative of the local archaeology, and do not meet the threshold for inclusion
for this criterion.
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Criterion e) whether it is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics – Aesthetic
Criterion f) whether it is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical
achievement during a particular period – Aesthetic and Technical/Creative value
Sites MP10 and MP12 contain artefacts of some aesthetic and technical value. These include two large
choppers, a blade, a backed blade and bladelet from MP10 and a symmetrical mudstone flake/core
with bifacial retouch and negative bladelet scars from MP12. Sites MP10 and MP12 are considered to
have moderate (local) aesthetic and technical value, and meet the threshold for inclusion for this
criterion.
Scatter sites MP7-MP9 and MP13-MP14, as well as isolated finds MP6 and MP15, comprise mainly
unretouched flakes, cores and angular fragments; and are not considered aesthetically or technically
distinctive. These sites do not meet the aesthetic and technical value criterion and have no aesthetic or
technical value.
Criterion g) whether it has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons, including the significance of a place to
Aboriginal people as part of their continuing and developing cultural traditions –
Social, Cultural and Spiritual value
This criterion concerns the value of the subject area to a particular community group – in this case the
local Aboriginal community. Aspects of social value include social, cultural and spiritual associations,
and are relevant to sites, items and landscapes that are important, or have become important, to the
local Aboriginal community. This importance concerns traditional links with specific areas as well as
an overall concern by Aboriginal people for sites and landscapes generally and their continued
protection. Aboriginal cultural assessments can only be made by the Aboriginal community, and have
not been undertaken for the purposes of this report.
It should be noted, however, that sites MP7-MP10 and MP13-MP14 are representative of past
activity by local Aboriginal people. Though no Aboriginal community consultation was undertaken
for the purposes of this report it is acknowledged that Central Mount Stuart and Djilbari Hills and the
Hanson River are significant Aboriginal landscape features, and hold significance for local Aboriginal
people. Sites MP7-MP10 and MP13-MP14 are likely to retain cultural significance, a sense of place,
and heritage value for local Aboriginal people.
In the absence of local Aboriginal community participation in the field survey, this criterion cannot be
assessed at this time.
Criterion h) whether it has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of
persons, of importance in the Territory's history – Associative value
There are no identified associations between sites MP6-MP15 and the life or works of persons or
people of importance in the Territory’s history outside of their association with the local Anmatyerre
people. These sites therefore do not meet the threshold for inclusion in this criterion.

7.2 Statement of Heritage Significance
7.2.1

Pipeline

Stone artefact surface scatters MP1 and MP3 comprise a moderate density of stone artefacts on the
banks of the Hanson River, and have the potential to retain intact subsurface archaeological deposits
despite evidence of erosion and deflation impacts. They have the potential to yield information
relating to stone tool manufacturing processes and the use of the Hanson River as a campsite by local
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Anmatyerre people. They contain artefacts of some aesthetic and technical value, including a
symmetrical leaf-shaped retouched crystal quartz flake from MP1, and a quartzite bladelet and a quartz
thumbnail scraper from MP3. Scatters MP1 and MP3 are indicative of complex archaeological
deposits, are representative of past activity by local Aboriginal people, and are likely to retain cultural
significance, a sense of place, and heritage value for local Aboriginal people. Based on current evidence,
stone artefact scatter sites MP1 and MP3 are assessed as having moderate (local) scientific
(archaeological) significance and research potential and low (local) aesthetic significance.
Stone artefact scatter sites MP2, MP4-MP5 and isolated find MP16 comprise low density sites on the
Hanson River and Murray Creek, and, when compared to other identified sites in the local area, have
limited potential to contribute evidence of stone tool manufacturing processes and occupational
patterns. They are not indicative of complex archaeological deposits, and feature unretouched flakes,
cores and angular fragments that are not aesthetically or technically distinctive. Based on current
evidence, sites MP2, MP4-MP5 and MP16 are assessed as having low (local) scientific (archaeological)
significance and research potential and no aesthetic or technical significance.
7.2.2

Haul Road

Artefact scatter MP10 comprises a high density scatter of in situ stone artefacts, on the bank of an
ephemeral creek at the foot of the culturally significant Central Mount Stuart. The scatter has the
potential to retain intact subsurface archaeological deposits, and may yield information relating to
stone tool manufacturing processes as well as the use of ephemeral creeklines as campsites by local
Aboriginal people. Scatter MP10 contains two large silcrete and chert choppers, a blade, backed blade
and bladelet – all artefact types which appear to be relatively rare in the local area and are of moderate
aesthetic and technical value. MP10 is indicative of a complex archaeological deposit, is representative
of past activity by local Aboriginal people, and is likely to retain cultural significance, a sense of place,
and heritage value for local Aboriginal people. Based on current evidence, stone artefact scatter site
MP10 is assessed as having high (local) scientific (archaeological) significance and research potential
and moderate (local) aesthetic significance.
Stone artefact scatter sites MP7-MP9 comprise a high density scatter of in situ artefacts on the banks
of the Hanson River. These scatters have the potential to retain intact subsurface archaeological
deposits, and may contribute evidence for stone tool manufacturing processes, stone tool use, and the
use of the Hanson River as a camp site for Aboriginal people. Sites MP7-MP9 are tentatively
considered to be typical of other artefact scatters in the region featuring unretouched flakes, cores and
angular fragments, and are not considered aesthetically or technically distinctive. They are, however,
indicative of complex archaeological deposits, are representative of past activity by local Aboriginal
people, and are likely to retain cultural significance, a sense of place, and heritage value for local
Aboriginal people. On the basis of current evidence, stone artefact scatter sites MP7-MP9 are assessed
as having high (local) scientific (archaeological) significance and research potential but have no
aesthetic or technical significance.
Artefact scatter sites MP13 and MP14 comprise a moderate density scatter of in situ artefacts, on the
banks of an unnamed creek at the foot of the Djilbari Hills. These scatters have the potential to retain
intact subsurface archaeological deposits, and may yield some information about raw material
procurement as well as some evidence for stone tool manufacture and Aboriginal occupation. Sites
MP13 and MP14 contain few artefacts manufactured from chalcedony, a material not common in the
local area; but comprise mainly unretouched flakes, cores and angular fragments and are not
considered aesthetically or technically distinctive. They are likely indicative of complex archaeological
deposits in the local area, and are likely to retain cultural significance, a sense of place, and heritage
value for local Aboriginal people. Based on current evidence, stone artefact scatter sites MP13 and
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MP14 are assessed as having moderate (local) scientific (archaeological) significance and research
potential but have no aesthetic or technical significance.
Stone artefact scatter MP11 is a low density artefact scatter on a flat open sandplain at the foothills of
Central Mount Stuart, more than 200m from an ephemeral watercourse. On present evidence, this
site appears to be a relatively uncommon site location in the local area. It features, amongst other
nondescript flakes, a single artefact that has been manufactured from chalcedony; a raw material not
commonly available in the local area and likely acquired by travelling into neighbouring territories or
through trade. When compared to other identified sites in the local area, MP11 has limited potential
to contribute evidence of stone tool manufacturing processes and occupational patterns, and is not
indicative of complex archaeological deposits. MP11 probably represents incidental, background
Aboriginal activity in the area, and is considered to have low (local) scientific (archaeological)
significance and research potential and no aesthetic or technical significance.
Isolated artefact MP12 is located on a flat open sandplain at the foothills of Central Mount Stuart,
more than 200m from an ephemeral watercourse. Isolated find MP12 comprises a symmetrical
mudstone flake with bifacial retouch and negative bladelet flake scars on its ventral surface, suggesting
it was also used as a core. On present evidence, this site appears to contain a relatively uncommon and
technically significant stone tool type, and is located in an area that does not typically retain evidence
of Aboriginal occupation. When compared to other identified sites in the local area, however, it has
limited potential to contribute evidence of stone tool manufacturing processes and occupational
patterns, and is likely representative of incidental, background Aboriginal activity in the area. Isolated
artefact MP12 is assessed as having low (local) scientific (archaeological) significance and research
potential, moderate (local) aesthetic and technical significance and is rare on a local level.
Isolated artefact finds MP6 and MP15 have limited potential to contribute evidence of stone tool
manufacturing processes and occupational patterns. They are not indicative of complex archaeological
deposits, and feature unretouched flakes, cores and angular fragments that are not aesthetically or
technically distinctive. These sites probably represent incidental, background Aboriginal activity in the
area, and are assessed as having low (local) scientific (archaeological) significance and research
potential and no aesthetic or technical significance.
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8 Assessment of Heritage Impact
The following section assesses the impacts of the proposed Mount Peake Project on the significance of
the identified heritage sites in the study area. The proposed works have potential to have negative
impacts to Aboriginal heritage sites and in situ archaeological deposits which may be present.
Implementation of the project should observe the principles of the Burra Charter, which define
standards of best practice for the conservation and management of heritage places. The aim of
conservation is to preserve and protect the cultural significance of a place. Proposed impacts are
discussed below according to the five areas to be impacted as part of the proposed works.

8.1 Pipeline
The Mount Peake Project involves the installation of a 42km long water pipeline along an existing
cleared dirt access track that runs roughly from the Wollagalong Bore site to the mine site. The design
and exact location has yet to be finalised and it is unclear whether the pipeline would be buried or
raised above the ground surface on a supporting framework. Should construction of the pipeline be
elevated above the current ground surface, excavation and potential impacts to any subsurface
archaeological deposits would be limited. Greater impacts to any potential or known surface scatters or
subsurface in situ deposits can be expected if excavation is required.
Six Aboriginal archaeological sites were identified in the vicinity of the centreline of the proposed
pipeline alignment; five surface artefact scatter sites on the western bank of the Hanson River (MP1MP5), and one isolated find on the western bank of the Murray Creek (MP16). Given that scatter
sites MP2, MP4 and MP5 are located more than 150m from the pipeline alignment they are unlikely
to be impacted by the proposed works.
Disturbance of the land to the east of the access track may result in indirect impacts to surface scatters
MP1 and MP3, and may impact on any subsurface in situ artefact deposits along the Hanson River
bank. Excavation for and installation of the pipeline to the west of the access track would help to
prevent impacts to underlying deposits.
Installation of the pipeline in the vicinity of Murray Creek has the potential to cause impacts to any
surface or in situ archaeological deposits along the creek banks, as well as indirect impacts to isolated
find MP16. Substantial impacts are expected for the construction of the haul road at this location,
which would likely involve the construction of concrete culverts, sinking substantial foundations for a
bridge crossing and/or disturbance to the creek from heavy machinery. Fixing the pipeline to the
formed road by means of a services gantry would also prevent additional and unnecessary impacts to
underlying deposits.
Table 8.1 Pipeline construction impact assessment summary.
Proposed Works

Site
Number

Type of Harm

Degree of Harm

Consequence of
Harm

Pipeline
installation

MP1

Indirect

Partial

Partial loss of value

MP2
MP3

None
Indirect

None
Partial

No loss of value
Partial loss of value

MP4
MP5
MP16

None
None
Indirect

None
None
Partial

No loss of value
No loss of value
Partial loss of value
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8.2 Haul Road
A 104km long haul road is proposed to be constructed for the transportation of ore from the mine pit
to the Adnera rail siding. The proposed road would be an unsealed, dual lane restricted access road for
use by road trains, and is likely to be fenced from adjacent station land to protect stock from entering
the roadway. While the design is yet to be finalised, it is proposed that the haul road would traverse
undulating sandplain country at the foothills of the Djilbari Hills and Central Mount Stuart, before
crossing the Stuart highway into the eastern section of the Stirling Station, and following an existing
dirt access track along the Alice Springs to Darwin railway near Adnera.
Surface scatter sites MP13 and MP14 would be directly impacted by the construction of the haul
road, while scatter sites MP6 and MP10 are likely to be indirectly impacted by the construction of the
haul road. Furthermore, impacts to existing surface scatters and subsurface in situ archaeological
deposits can be expected wherever the haul road would cross the Murray Creek, the Hanson River and
other ephemeral creeks near Djilbari Hills and Central Mount Stuart. Where the road crosses the
Murray Creek, the Hanson River and other ephemeral creeks it is possible that large concrete culverts
would be installed and the roadway formed over the top and battered down, to enable sediment and
water to pass unimpeded through the watercourse. It can be expected that there would be considerable
disturbance to the land in the haul road corridor, and especially where heavy machinery would be
required to clear vegetation and for the installation of culverts. This may have a direct impact on
underlying in situ archaeological deposits in areas of archaeological potential.
Re-aligning the haul road between Djilbari Hills and the Stuart Highway to avoid or minimise
impacts to sites MP13, MP14, MP6 and MP10, as well as any underlying archaeological deposits or
areas of archaeological potential, would be a positive heritage outcome. Relocating the haul road
further east of its current alignment onto flat sandplain landscapes would minimise impacts to areas of
archaeological potential in the vicinity of Djilbari Hills and Central Mount Stuart, and create a safer
access grade.
In the vicinity of Tin Fish Well construction of the haul road is proposed within the disturbed
footprint of existing access tracks, located along a fence line and the existing Alice Springs to Darwin
railway line. The haul road is unlikely to impact on surface or in situ Aboriginal heritage sites, objects
or places to the east of Tin Fish Well. While the Mt Tops/Mt Octy 2 and Mt Tops/Mt Octy 3 sites
could not be located during the survey, both sites lie within the rail corridor and adjacent track, and
were likely destroyed or significantly disturbed by its construction. As such, the construction of the
haul road is unlikely to impact on Mt Tops/Mt Octy 2 and Mt Tops/Mt Octy 3.
Table 8.2 Haul road construction impact assessment summary.
Proposed Works
Haul Road
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Site
Number
MP6

Indirect

Partial

Consequence of
Harm
Partial loss of value

MP7
MP8

None
None

None
None

No loss of value
No loss of value

MP9
MP10
MP11

None
Indirect
None

None
Partial
None

No loss of value
Partial loss of value
No loss of value

MP12
MP13
MP14

None
Direct
Direct

None
Partial
Partial

No loss of value
Partial loss of value
Partial loss of value

MP15

None

None

No loss of value

Type of Harm

Degree of Harm
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8.3 Mine Site
As part of the Mount Peake Project, it is proposed to conduct open cut truck and shovel mining of the
ore body to a maximum depth of 150-200m below ground level, in a demarcated mine pit area to the
west of the Murray Creek. This excavation would have a substantial impact to the ground surface. A
processing beneficiation plant, tailings storage facility, and waste rock dumps would also be
constructed to the south and west of the mine pit, in a purpose-cleared area of 18km². Excavation of
the mine pit, construction of the processing plant and clearance of the 18km mine site area would not
impact areas of archaeological potential, and is not likely to impact on surface or in situ Aboriginal
heritage sites, objects or places.

8.4 Camp Site
A 1.7km² area of land to the east of the Murray Creek is to be cleared for the construction of a camp
site area. The proposed camp site area includes a 1600m by 150m air strip and a 250m by 250m camp
site clearing. A large part of the eastern portion of the camp site area, in the vicinity of the camp site
clearing, has been previously cleared of its densely forested vegetation; the campsite area is planned to
be constructed within its disturbed footprint. Clearing the camp site area, as well as construction of
camp site facilities, would not impact areas of archaeological potential, and is not likely to impact on
surface or in situ Aboriginal heritage sites, objects or places.

8.5 Rail Siding/Load Out Facility
Construction of a new railway siding and load out facility is planned for the Mount Peake Project,
along the existing Alice Springs to Darwin railway at Adnera. The 1.04km² site would likely be cleared
and levelled; while excavation may be required to construct a road train unloading facility and for
laying drainage and other services. Construction of the railway siding and load out facilities would not
impact areas of archaeological potential, and is not likely to impact on surface or in situ Aboriginal
heritage sites, objects or places.
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9 Conclusions & Recommendations
Archaeological survey conducted for this assessment identified sixteen previously unrecorded
Aboriginal archaeological sites, located on the banks of the Hanson River and in the foothills of
Central Mount Stuart and Djilbari Hills. The identified sites fall within the currently proposed
alignment of the project haul road and water pipeline. The results of the survey concur with the
predictive model of Aboriginal heritage detailed in Section 5.2.1, and suggest that areas of
archaeological sensitivity with potential to contain surface and subsurface Aboriginal archaeological
sites are associated with natural landforms in the vicinity of watercourses, significant landscape features
and natural resources across the haul road and water pipeline alignments.
No Aboriginal archaeological sites were identified within the footprint of the mine site, camp site and
railway siding/load-out facility areas during the survey. The results of the survey concur with the
predictive model, which indicates that surface and subsurface Aboriginal archaeological sites are not
likely to be present in featureless, densely vegetated plains a considerable distance from watercourses,
significant landscape features and stone resources.
No historic heritage structures, places or archaeological sites of known or potential significance were
identified during survey of the study area; within the pipeline alignment, haul road alignment, mine
site, camp site, or rail siding/load-out facility, or their immediate vicinity.
The following recommendations are based on the statutory requirements, a review of the
environmental, historic and Aboriginal heritage context of the study area, and the results of the
archaeological survey.

9.1 Pipeline & Haul Road
The construction of the proposed water pipeline may require excavation into the natural sandplain
and Hanson River bank landform, and excavation of the bed and banks of the Murray Creek
landform. Similarly, the construction of the haul road would require clearing, levelling and minor
excavation of the lower foothills of the Djilbari Hills and Central Mount Stuart landforms, and
excavation of the beds and banks of ephemeral creeks. The current pipeline and haul road alignment is
likely to impact on a number of Aboriginal sites identified during this survey, and on areas of
archaeological sensitivity. Any works within areas of archaeological sensitivity have potential to impact
surface and subsurface in situ Aboriginal archaeological sites. Conservation through the avoidance of
impacts to Aboriginal archaeology is the preferred option for identified sites and areas of archaeological
sensitivity. Where possible, TNG should consider relocating the haul road and pipeline away from
identified sites and areas of archaeological sensitivity.
Recommendation 1
The proposed haul road and pipeline alignments should be redesigned to minimise impact
on areas of archaeological sensitivity and identified Aboriginal sites, if possible.
Given the level of previous assessment within the study area, it is likely that additional archaeological
ground survey in the local area would identify previously unrecorded surface sites. Should the haul
road and pipeline alignments be altered beyond the currently identified corridor, additional
archaeological assessment in consultation with the Aboriginal community should be undertaken of the
new development footprint.
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Recommendation 2
If the pipeline and/or haul road alignment is altered outside the assessed corridor,
additional archaeological assessment in consultation with the Aboriginal community should
be undertaken to assess the impact of the project on the new area. This report should be
amended to reflect any design changes and additional heritage impacts.
This assessment has determined that there is potential for Aboriginal stone artefact deposits to be
present across natural riverbank and foothill landforms within the study area, but it is not possible to
accurately determine the extent, condition or integrity of such deposits in the impact area through
surface survey alone. Where it is not possible to avoid impacts to areas of archaeological sensitivity or
identified Aboriginal heritage sites, TNG should apply for an appropriate work approval under
Section 72 of the Heritage Act 2011 to allow archaeological mitigation of impacts prior to
construction. Mitigation measures should include detailed recording and collection or relocation of
surface artefacts, and archaeological test and salvage excavations.
Archaeological excavations should be undertaken in areas with potential to retain in situ Aboriginal
archaeological deposits to establish the extent, integrity and significance of any cultural deposit prior
to works being undertaken. The methodology and scope of the excavations should be determined
following finalisation of the development design and impact footprint, and all archaeological works
should be undertaken in consultation and conjunction with representatives of the local Aboriginal
community. Under section 72 of the Heritage Act, approval is required from the Heritage Branch to
carry out archaeological excavations. TNG should apply for a Works Approval prior to undertaking
the archaeological test excavations, with the support of the Aboriginal community stakeholders.
Recommendation 3
A Works Approval Application Form should be lodged with the Heritage Branch to allow
further archaeological works within the project area, including artefact recording and
relocation, and archaeological excavations, in accordance with section 72 of the Heritage
Act and heritage best practice. This report would form part of the supporting documentation
for the application.
Recommendation 4
The current alignment of the pipeline and haul road is likely to impact on a number of
Aboriginal archaeological sites identified during this survey. Where impacts to areas of
archaeological sensitivity are unavoidable, artefact recording and relocation, and
archaeological excavations should be undertaken to fully record the condition, extent and
significance of stone artefact sites along the Hanson River and in the Central Mount
Stuart/Djilbari Hills foothills.
The background historic research and heritage survey conducted for his assessment have identified no
historic heritage sites within the proposed Pipeline and Haul Road corridors. No further historic
heritage assessment is required prior to the commencement of works.
Recommendation 5
There are no historic heritage constraints on the proposed haul road and pipeline alignment.
No further historic heritage assessment is required prior to commencement of construction
on the proposed works.
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9.2 Mine Site, Camp Site and Railway Siding/Load-Out Facility
No Aboriginal or historic heritage sites were identified within the proposed mine site, camp site, and
rail siding/load-out facility during the archaeological survey. These three landform areas, characterised
by limited water and natural resources, and an absence of significant landscape features, are likely to
have been unattractive areas for Aboriginal occupation or European settlement. The survey confirmed
the assumption that it would be highly unlikely that evidence of previous occupation would be present
within this area. The proposed Mount Peake Project is unlikely to impact on any potential or
identified Aboriginal heritage sites, or subsurface, in situ archaeological deposits. No further historic or
Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment is required prior to the commencement of works.
Recommendation 8
There are no Aboriginal or historic heritage constraints on the proposed mine site, camp site,
rail siding/load-out facility. No further Aboriginal cultural or historic heritage assessment is
required prior to commencement of construction on the proposed works.

9.3 General Recommendations
All personnel involved in the proposed works should be made aware of the statutory obligations
relating to historic and Aboriginal cultural heritage and requirements of permits granted for the works
by the Heritage Branch, as well as abiding by the mitigation measures installed to prevent impact to
the archaeological resource.
Recommendation 9
Prior to the commencement of construction works for the Mount Peake Project, all on-site
personnel should be briefed on the statutory requirements of the Heritage Act 2011 and the
NT Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act and their obligations regarding protection of historic and
Aboriginal places and objects.
In accordance with the Heritage Act, any archaeological survey work carried out in the Northern
Territory which results in the discovery of an Aboriginal or Macassan archaeological place is to be
provided to the Heritage Branch so that the relevant information can be included on the database.
Aboriginal site recording forms for sites recorded during this assessment should be lodged with the
Northern Territory Heritage Branch, together with a copy of this report.
Recommendation 10
Aboriginal site recording forms for sites recorded during this archaeological survey should be
lodged with the Northern Territory Heritage Branch, along with a copy of this report.

9.4 Subsequent Design Changes
Subsequent to the archaeological survey and assessment of the project area, TNG undertook changes
to the proposed project design in response to a Cultural Heritage Report prepared by the CLC. The
Cultural Heritage Report identified several areas of cultural significance to the local Aboriginal
community, and recommended two changes to the alignment of the haul road. The specific locations
of the areas of cultural significance are regarded as confidential, and have not been provided for this
assessment.
The CLC report recommended realigning the haul road corridor away from the base of Central
Mount Stewart, further east onto the adjacent sandplain. The revised alignment is approximately 4km
east of that section of the corridor assessed by the archaeological survey, and avoids sites MP6, MP10,
MP11 and MP12. The revised alignment will impact less watercourses with potential archaeological
significance, although it does still cross several watercourses, including the Hanson River. The
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alignment crosses Hanson River approximately 800m east of the recorded location of sites MP8, MP9
and MP10, but does still impact on the area of archaeological sensitivity associated with the River.
The alignment of the haul road is also being redesigned at its eastern extent, so that it no longer
impacts on an area of cultural sensitivity where the road initially meets the Alice to Darwin Railway.
This portion revised alignment does impact on identified Aboriginal archaeological sites, or areas of
archaeological sensitivity.
In order to limit impacts around the Hanson River, and to limit the scale of necessary track and
pipeline construction, the proposed design of the pipeline and associated borefield has been altered.
The revised design relocates the pipeline to the west of the currently established track, away from the
archaeological sensitive banks of the Hanson River.
The revised alignment of the haul road will avoid impacts to identified sites MP6, MP8. MP9 MP10,
MP11 and MP12, but has potential to impact Aboriginal heritage sites where the pipeline crosses
archaeologically sensitive areas, in particular the Hanson River. The revised design of the water
pipeline will avoid impacts to identified sites MP1, MP2 and MP3, and will limit impacts to
archaeologically sensitive areas associated with the Hanson River. The revised project design complies
with Recommendation 1, and as per Recommendation 2, additional archaeological assessment in
consultation with the Aboriginal community should be undertaken to assess the impact of the project
on the new areas.
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